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ANT A FE NEWMEXICAN,
VOL. 43.

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1907.

NO. 310.

zer and Sargent being in opposition. J
today's session five delegates and five
T..ml.n' n.na mA-SPIESS
were appointed at the sugalternates
GOOD
ROAD
S ARE
sented by Mr. Marlines. It asked for
PLEA
Section of Governor Hagerman to at
BILL
tho repeal of Section 4 of Chapter 27
tend the fourth annual convention of
of the School Laws of 1905 relative to
tho American Road Makers which will
Very Strong Measure Which Provides
the granting to school teachers by
bo held at (Pittsburg, Pennsylvania:
Severe Punishment for Violation
HEIR
WATCHWORD
SO
of
E
IS
on March 12.
The following dele
temporary
county superintendents
COUNTY
and Has No Loop Holes.
The petition
teachers' certificates.
gates and alternates were selected
was read and referred to the CommitDelegates Frederick H. Pierce,
Following is a copy of the
tee on Education.
East Las Vegas; R. W. Hadden, of Al
bill introduced yesterday
0
was
Number
Petition
Council
prebuquerque; David M. White, of Santa
in the Council by President Spiess:
Besented by the chair. It was a communiFe; J. C. Carrera, of Las Cruces, and
Council Bill No, 48.
D. L. iNewkirk, of Artesla.
cation from the grand Jurors of TorAlternates
AN ACT TO PROHIBIT GAMBLING
L. Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe; W.
rance County asking that the county
IN THE TERRITORY OF NEW
S. Hopewell, of Albuquerque; George
seat of that county be located at
MEXICO.
A.
instead of at Estancla as at presFleming, of Las Vegas; J. Van
Be it enacted by the
As the council had already
Houtcn, of Raton, and E. W. Gif
ent,
Legislative Assembly of the Terriford, of Las Cruces.
Council Bill Number 15,
tory of New Mexico:
BUSY SESSION OF HOUSE passed upon
D.
Jose
of
had
Sena
this
been
city,
providing for the change, the petition
Section 1. It shall hereafter
be FACTS AND FIGURES CITED
nominated as one of the regular dele
arrived too late to materially benefit
unlawful to run or operate any bank
gates but he requested that his name
Wlllard, but It was read In full by
ing games of chance such as faro,
and in his stead
Number of Important Meas- request.
Delegates Appointed to Na bo withdrawn
Given By This WitnessJer- monte, pass faro, pass monte, twenty-one- , For Consideration of
Pecos
be
from
the
delegate
appointed
LegislCouncil Bill Number 61 was intro,
roulette,
hazard,
ures Introduced and Con
tional Convention AlbuMr. Sena pointed out that
Valley.
duced by Mr. Martinez, an act to rePostpones Cross
fan tan, poker, stud noker. red and
Do No Harm
Mr. White 'had already been named
sldered.
peal Chapter 2 of the Laws of 1901
black, high and low, or any otf.er
querque Next Place.
Do Much Good.
as a delegate from Santa Fe and he
relative to the filling of vacancies In
banking games or games of chance
of
the
Terri
all
believed
that
parts
offices and giving that power
r
with
county
ed
dice
or
whatsocards
by
THE COUNCIL.
Upwards of one hundred accredited tory should be represented at the
New York, Feb.
to the Board of County Commission19.
The usual ever rame known, in the Territory of
To him who is Interested in the fuTwenty-flrB- t
Day Morning Session.
delegates were In attendance last even- convention In Pittsburg.
According crowd, largely composed of lawyers, Mexico.
ers,
excepting, however, any vacancy ing and this forenoon at the conventure
of the great Southwest and parPursuant to adjournment the Counly v. h, .NewklrK, of Artesla was filled tho court room when the Thaw
on such board In which case the power
Sec. 2. Any person who Is the own- ticularly of New Mexico, tlie
cil mot this morning at 10 o'clock,
tion of the Now Mexico Good 'Roads' nominated as a representative of the case
question
this
to fill the vacancy was left in the
A de- er or possessor of the games
men- of
county division, tho location of
Association which was held ln the Pecos Valley. Governor Hagerman cided opened was morning.
President Spiess In the chair. The
hands of the Governor.
sprung by .the de- tioned in section one or any person county seats and county changes genchamber of the House of Representa- will Issue the credentials in a few fense surprise
Chaplain offered the Invocation and
In recalling Mrs.
The bill was read the first time and tives. President L.
Evelyn Nes-bi- t engaged in operating any such games,
are being watched closely. All
Bradford Prince days.
the Chief Clerk read the roll, all anThaw to the stand Immediately or who is in actual possession and erally,
upon motion of Mr, Martinez,
these are but a sign of the progress
Zimof
L.
this
John
and
city presided
swering present except Mr. Cameron,
of
Next
Place.
Selection
Meeting
after
court
convened.
control as lessee or otherwise of the of the present
and carried, the bill was merman of East Las
day and the working
absent with leave.
Vegas was at
Albuquerque and Las Cruces were
Identified Many Letters.
the second and third times by his.
premises upon which games are run out of future development and growth.
The sessions the only bidders for the next conven
The minutes of the previous session read
post as secretary.
Mrs. Thaw examined and Identified or oteratud, shall be
title preparatory to its passage, under were
guilty of a mis- The wonderful progress of the Pecos
wer read and upon motion of Mr.
open to the general public and tion, and the former place was select forty-twletters handed her by Attor demeanor and upon conviction theresuspension of the rules.
were
visitors
Valley which has far outstripped all
many
present.
Albuquer ed by a rising vote after a flow of ney Delmas, as
Chaves, ordered approved as read.
Mr. Martinez moved that the "bill
having been written of, shall be punished by a fine of other
In Now Mexico
perportion.
que was selected as the place for oratory. Professor Carrera was de by Stanford White. She was
The committee on rules. Mr. Mar- do now
nearly not less than one hundred ($100.00) haps, In the way it has fillod up with
pass." The roll was read and the next meeting.
at half an hour In the task.
tinez chairman, reported on the Govnext
the
of
slrous
meeting
having
dollars or more than five hundred settlers and in the manner In which
the bill paH.sed the Council by a vote
The Territory at large was well rep- Ias Cruces but the question of trans
ernor's message vetoing Council Bill of 11
Told of Conversation.
1
($")00.0n) dollars, and shall be imMr, Duncan casting resented at the convention and it was
ayes,
nay
been brought to the
in
fillfavor
Number 2, an act relative to the
After the examination of the letters prisoned in the county jail for not less Its lands have
portatlon settled the matter
the dissenting vote.
state of productive
a
Considerable
highest
representative body.
possible
date was left was concluded
The
of Albuquerque.
ing of vacancies in county offices with
six
Delmas than
months.
Attorney
me Committee on Municipal and enthusiasm was manifested over the
value, causes the bill for the creation
will be held turned to the witness and asked her
the recommendation that it, together
convention
but
the
open
Sec. 3. It shall be 'the duty of all
Private Corporations.
Mr. Chaves good roads' proposition both ln the
with the bill, be referred to the proper
during the week scheduled for the if in May 190(3, she had related to district attorneys to report any and of Artesla County, to be watched with
chairman,
on
Coun- addresses delivered and in the infor- next New Mexico Territorial
reported
favorably
Fair.
The veto message was cil Bill
committee.
Thaw the conversation she had with all violations of this law to the grand an eagle eye by the general public.
Number 39, an act relative to mal discussions that followed.
It Secretary Zimmerman was instructed
The arguments of 1). L. Newkirk,
read and, together with Council Dill the
MacKenzIe with regard to White jury and it shall be the duty of the
'May
construction of sidewalks in cit- was the consensus of opinion that the to
of the Peos Valley News and a
editor
with the
Number 2, was referred to the
into
enter
correspondence
The
witness
said
MacKen
that Miss
grand jury to investigate for them- resident of
ies, towns and villages. The bill came time is rife when New Mexico ought
Artesla, before the ComMexico
New
of
the
on Territorial
Sheep
zie
Affairs.
The up in
secretary
had said to White:
selves and cause indictments to be
regular order for third reading to have good roads to keep pace with and Wool Growers' Association and
mittee on County and County Linos
veto message Is as follows:
and
are
'Harry
Evelyn
of
violator
getting
brought
against
any
any
preparatory to its passage. Mr. Mur the rapid advancement of the TerriVeto Message No. 2.
arrange dates that would be in liar along nicely together."
of the foregoing games mentioned in of the House this morning, since they
ray then moved that the bill "do now tory. A resolution was adopted enstatus of county
mony with both.
She said that White replied:
February IS, 1907.
section one of this act, whether in bear upon the general
The Chief Clerk read the roll dorsing the action of previous Legislaof
line est.
are
To t he President and Members of the pass."
P. Brackett, of Raton, secre
creation,
particular
Joseph
"'Pooii, It won't last long, I'll get operation at the time of Investigation
and the bill passed the Council with tive Assemblies in providing for the
Mr. Newkirk spoke as follows:
of the Walter Sharp Construction her back.
Legislative Council, of the
or at any other time after the passage
out dissension, the vote being 11 ayes, construction of El Camino Real and tary
Company, who has personal charge of
The witness said that when she of this act and within three years Creation of Artesia County Will ImLegislative
Assembly, of "
In
nays.
the
bill
endorsing
pending
the erection of the reinforced con told Thaw of it he became very ex from the date of the commission of
pose No Hardships Upon Chaves
.the Territory of New Mexico.
Mr. Dalies then announced that the the present Legislature for road conand Eddy.
creto bridge on Gallsteo Street, ad cited.
Gentlemen I have the honor most
the offense.
Committee on Judiciary would meet at struction introduced by Speaker R.
"The creation of Artesia County
dressed the convention and invited
Thaw Paid for Operations.
respectfully to Teturn to you herewith 7:30 o'clock
Sec. 4. The fines assessed and col
this evening at the Pal L. Baca. The resolution In full is ap- the
a single
Council Bill Number 2, entitled "An
Tbe witness then told of another lected under the
delegates to Inspect the work on
of this will absolutely not impose
ace Hotel, mom 57.
pended.
nor
a
the bridge,
work
Act to repeal Chapter 2 of the Seslie stated that good operation in 1905, for which Thaw act shall go to theprovisions
wrong
single
hardship
benefit of the
President Spiess then asked Mr. Session Last Night Largely Attended.
sion Laws of 1901 and to provide for
bridges were as essential as good paid the bills, amounting to $3,000, school fund of the school district, town upon either Eddy or Cbaves County,"
to take the chair while he took
Miera
L.
When
Bradford Prince roads, and that reinforced concrete is The nature of the
President,
utthe appointment of county officers in
operation was not or city, in which such offense is com were the first words this man
case of vacancies," without my ap- the seat of the gentleman from San- called the convention to order at being demonstrated as the most ser gone Into.
tered. "Why?" he asked, and anin
or
towns
niitted,
of
cities
except
doval on the floor. Tho Council then 7:30 o'clock last evening the spacious
viceable material for bridge building.
Blamed White for Operation
proval of the same.
over one thousand inhabitants
in swered his own question as follows;
resolved Itself into a committee of the chamber of the House of Represen- Resolutions Endorse El Camino Real
"Because at the time the country
Mrs. Thaw said that Harry always which case
Chapter 2 of the Session Laws of
f
of all fines shall
to
was
filled
whole
well
tatives
with
Council
consider
Bill Number
delegates,
1901 provided that after the passage
which it is now proposed to embody ln
and Favor Marking Santa Fe
attributed her ill health and the ne go to the town or city.
othmembers of the Iiegllature and
of said act, whenever any vacancy 33, an act. relative to taxation.
Trail.
cessity for a second operation, etc., to
Sea 5. All laws and parts of laws Artesia County, was but a. desert
At. 11:30 o clock the reading
reals'
good
of ers Interested ln the
The follow)) ''ar. the resolutions White, and she also testified that authorizing the licensing of gambling waste, the balance of Chaves and
occurred in any county office In any
of the counties of this Territory, hv Council Bill Number 33 was completed movement. Governor Herbert J. Hag which were adapted unanimously:
Thaw told her he was going to take in the Territory of New Mexico and Eddy Counties wee forging right
reason of death, resignation or other- - and tne title and enacting clause were erman was Introduced to the assemThis convention endorses the action up the White affair with Anthony all laws and parts of laws in conflict ahead without the least aid from the
officer
a
in
the
blage by
presiding
of previous Legislative Assemblies of Comstoclt.
wise it should be the duty of thp, adoptotl..
Artesia County section. Roswell In
herewith are hereby repealed.
Mr- nalies asked
permission to take few well chosen words and delivered the Territory in the passage of laws
Governor of the Territory to fill such
She said that she and Thaw had
Sec. fi. This act shall take effect Chaves County and Carlsbad in Eddy
12 on page 12 of the bill, a felicitous address of welcome.
Section
roads
to the betterment of the
discussed the fates of other young and be in full force from and after County were both thriving cities.
vacancy by appointment.
The evening session was devoted looking
Section 38, of Chapter 1, of thelau amendment taxing sheep in the
in New Mexico and trust that the As women at the hands of White and May 1, 1907.
Neither of these two places contribto
to
addressalmost
entirely
listening
Laws of 1S75, (Sec. GS8 of the Com- - comlues wnfire tne owneis reside. He
now in session will be as lib when shown a codicil the witness
uted one cent towards the developsembly
es, and the speakers were all round
eral as possible in the promotion of said that the names mentioned there
piled Laws of 1897) provided that any objected to the amendment as a great
ment or upbuilding of the distriot to
when they had concludly
applauded
to
tne
SHERIFF
SANCHES
counties
he
reprein were of those they had discussed.
vacancy that might thereafter occur injustice
be known as Artesia County. Despite
satisfactory highways.
ed.
President
delivered
Prince
the
sented.
In the Board of County Commission
We endorse and heartily commend
"Pie Girl" Banquet Again.
FOUND GUILTY this fact, the people in the Artesia
the first set speech which had for its the work which has already been ac
ers of any county by reason of death, President Spiess defended
The witness said they also discussed
district uncomplainingly bore their
Alms
"The
of
and
Objects
resignation, 'removal or otherwise, of amendment on the ground that sheep subject
complished in the construction of the the fate of the "pie girl," which story By Jury in Torrance County District pro rata share of the taxation despite
one or more county commissioners, ,)filnS migratory, fed on the public do- - the Association." The other address "Camino Real," and suggest that the he witness said she had from White,
the fact that they never realized one
Court Official Removed and Office
es last night were
I he Santa Fe
Rhould bo filled by appointment to! main In all oounties,
portion of that highway extending himself. She said that there was a
iota of benefit In a material way.
Declared
Vacant.
B.
Hon.
"Good
T.
Trail,"
Catron,
by
Mr.
Dalies moved to strike out the
he made by the Governor of the Terfrom the City of Santa Fe to the point slag dinner and that this girl was
"If I thought for a minute that It
R.
E.
an
Roads
Asset,"
Twitchell,
by
amendment.
in the canon of the Santa Fe River put in the pie with a lot of canary
ritory.
was ill will or malice that prompted
Special to The New Mexican.
Tho motion was lost by a vote of and "Success of Prison Iabor on Road where road construction was com birds. She was
Section 12 of Chapter 17 of the
very young,
only
Bstancia, N. M., Feb. 19. The jury our people to ask for county division
Laws of 1S89 (Sec. 619 Compiled Laws nine to three, Messrs. Dalies, Murray Making," by Captain Arthur Trelford, menced, be completed without delay about fifteen years old. In telling In the case of
Manuel Sanches y I would not favor it. On the contrary,
Mexico Peniof
New
superintendent
and
Richards
of 1897) is as follows: "In the event
voting yes.
and during the present year, thereby the story she said White told her the Sanches, sheriff of Torrance
County, exactly the opposite feeling exists. I
tentiary.
President Spiess moved that the re
of any vacancy in any county office,
available that portion of the girl had a beautiful figure and wore on Information by
Captain Fred For- - can think of no better simile than
During the evening the chair ap- making
now existing or which may hereafter port of the Committee of the Whole
a
dress. He said he helped noff of the mounted police,
a committee on resolutions highway which has been completed only gauze
charging the youth who has just entered manoccur, in any county (except Boards which had considered Council Bill pointed
from the Santa Fe side of the moun- put her In the pie and said that It the sheriff with drunkenness, malfeas hood's estate. He leaves the home of
from
one
of
each
consisting
delegate
Number
recombe
33,
of Commissioners), or In any. preaccepted and
was the best stunt he had ever seen. ance and misfeasance in
tains of the Pecos Forest Reserve.
office, brought childhood not hating his parents, but
county and the 'resolution was unanicinct, or demarcation in any county, mended the passage of the bill as
We heartily endorse House Bill When the girl jumped out of the pie In a verdict of
the
convention
when
guilty this forenoon asking for their blessing and good
mously adopted
reamended,
of
room.
flew
Teason
the
about
death,
resignation,
by
all
Number 6, Introduced by the Hon. R. the birds
and tho court declared Sheriff San- wishes. He has tried his wings and
The Council was called to order nt reconvened this morning on motion of L. Baca and commend him for
moval or otherwise, the 'county com
Husband Cast Wife Off.
the acches removed from office and the of he knows that he is able and willing
H. H. Betts.
An earnColonel
ten
to
minutes
Mr.
and
twelve
Miera
missioners of the said county shall
Later Mrs. Thaw said this girl was fice vacant.
tive interest he has always displayed
to shift for himself.
est
of
discussion
resolutions
the
He has outhave power to fill such vacancies by reported Council Bill Number 33 from
but when her husband heard
in by Jose D. in the Interest of good roads. We earn- married
was participated
grown the home of younger days and
the
recof
Committee
the
Whole
and
can
an
election
be
off
until
cast
her
he
the
of
dinner
appointment
episode
estly request the passage of this bill.
WOOL PRICES FIRM
it is his duty to step to the fore and
ommended the passage of the bill. Sena. I. Sparks, Jose I. Roibal,
held, as now provided by law."
We request of the present Legisla- and she died in great want.
WITH TRADING QUIET take up his share of the 'White Man's
of Santa
J. C. Ca- Fe
County;
on
0(14
15
of
(Continued
of Sec.
Page 8).
(See also
This closed Mrs. Thaw's testimony.
rrera and A. W. Gifford of Dona Ana tive Assembly that it memorialize the
Burden.'
the Compiled Laws of 1897.)
Boston Milliner on Stand.
H. C. Abbott of Colfax Coun Congress of the United States in the
Boston, Mass., Feb. 19. The wool
County;
"That is exactly the condition of
,T.
milliner
Boston
a
J.
Mrs.
Cain,
Chapter 2 of the Session Laws of
situation is unchanged from last week, those
ty; B. Ruppe, of Bernalillo County, matter of material aid in the construc- was tne next
1901 Is obviously made in the nature
desiring Artesia County.
witness canen. mis the
tion of the Camino Real across the
S
and
others.
prices being firm and trading
As- "We say to the
heard
of special legislation and should be rehad
she
testified
i
that
witness
Pecos
Reserve.
Forest
Two More Able Addresses Today.
quiet.
we want to
Gentlemen,
sembly:
Nesbltt's
Mrs.
ask
Thaw
pealed. It Is well known that the
permission
of
We urge upon the Governor
the
Two more addresses were delivered
start in business for ourselves. We
.
measure was passed for the purpose
to marry Evelyn in 1903.
.
at the session this morning, and they Territory and our Delegate in Conare young, strong and able to bear
of preventing the possible appointRelated Theater Incident.
of
to
the
to
gress
were
also
listened
keen
at
with
necessity
calling
great
IN
EXPLOSION
our share of the burden, but we want
OF
UTAH
or early in 1904, SMOOT
ment by the county commissioners in
in
that
Late
year
the
of
Interior
attention
the
A
of
Departthe
tention.
noticeable feature
to be our own guiding star.
a particular instance of a certain man
Mrs.
said
she
Cain
that
accompanied
ment
of
the
tho
was the fact
that the
addresses
present construction
"If the old counties had one sem
to office. The appointment of county
to
theater.
the
and
Thaw
Evelyn
speakers proved themselves to be "Camino Real" and ask that these repIn the
blance of generosity, they would
officers other than county commisconversant with their re resentatives of the government and White came in later and sat
thoroughly
sioners has until 1901 'been in the
box opposite them. The witness said
POLYGAMY gladly assume all obligations of which
spective subjects and the evident care the people do all in their power to se
hands of 'the Board of County Comand
white
turned
Thaw
they alone have received the benefit
immediately
in
cure
in
aid
which had been exercised
the prosecu
prepar
government
at
and would Join us ln our petition to
missioners; but they have not had the
The question of roads was tion of road construction over the that his eyes popped in a stare
them.
ing
the Legislature. Then, like the aged
White.
power to fill vacancies in their own
and it was Pecos Forest Reserve.
covered
very
thoroughly
number, as would be the case were
Served as Eavesdropper.
parents, they would bid us
out
a
of
in
number
various
pointed
We urce nnon tho nresent Ieclsln.
in our enterprise.
the measure returned to you to bethe cross examination this
'During
accrue
benefits
from
the
that
ways
ture that it pass some act refative to
come a law. The reason for asking
"I am Informed that the people of
witness told of hiding in a bathroom
a system of well kept public highways. the
appointment of county road super- at the request of Mrs. Nesbit to overthe exception provided for in SecCarlsbad say we are not capable of
The addresses this morning com- visors,
to
them that in hear what Thaw said. She testified
tion G19 of the Compiled Laws is ob 43
BODIES
RECOVERED prised "Good Roads Advertise,. De some suggesting
independent existence, regardless of
counties one road supervisor of
vious. Circumstances could arise in
the cold fact that Carlsbad is sixteen
Thaw said that if Evelyn would
velop and Strengthen: the State," by ability is all that is sufficient, and that that
on
the case of death, removal or resignayears old; has received the benefit of
marry him he would settle enough
David M. White, B. S. C. E., Territo- in no
county of the Territory do phy Mrs. Nesbit and her son Howard, to
tion of all three members of the
every single dollar paid out of the
"Convict
rial
and
Irrigation
Engineer,
torn
Mill
Ln
bed
sical conditions or the population de
in
board of county commissioners where) Many
keep them forever.
NEVER
ONE WIFE county treasury and the assessed valand Free Labor as Applied to Prac mand the
supervising attention of
there would be no power to fill the
HADJBUT
Mrs. Nesbit Was Willing.
uation of that precinct decreased
Compartment Where Ac tical Road Making," by Frank Owen, more than three
such officials. Such
The practical
created.
vacancies
then testified that Mrs. Nesbit
She
of
Santa
nearly $47,000 during the year 1905
the
Water
Fe
superintendent
an
will
enactment
save
cident
Occurred.
fix
the
masons against placing the power to
taxpayers told Thaw that she would try to
alone, while that of the Artesla pre- and Light Company. Mr. White's ad of
Mar-riagDeclared
That
Plural
the
of
the counties of It so that Evelyn would accept him
fill vacancies in their own number In
majority
cinct has Increased $90,000 in the
dress was read from manuscript at New
Mexico a large sum of money
to the hands of the county commisWanted Help in Making Match.
Were Not Allowed same period.
his suggestion by the secretary.
It
Pass, Texas, Feb. 19.
Eagle
sioners is also evident. It frequently
The witness said that after Thaw
"I do not mean to reflect on the asto a dispatch received here treated the subject so thoroughly and
in His State.
We give our unqualified
endorse had gone Mrs. Nesbit asked her to
happens that two members of a today from Las Esperanzas, Mexico, dwelt so forcibly upon the many bene
sessor. He is a Carlsbad man and It is
ment
to
board are of Opposite political parties 100 miners lost
the use of convict labor In help Induce Evelyn to take Harry
but fair to suppose lie remembered
their lives In an ex- fits to be derived indirectly as well the
or of opposing faatlons. If the third
construction of roads and congrat- Thaw for her husband.
Washington, Feb. 19. Speaking in his home precinct and acts accordthere yesterday in a coal mine as directly from good roads that on
plosion
ulate the representatives of the peomember should die or retire much
District Attorney Jerome In his ills own defense today before the Sen- ingly.
belonging to the Mexico Ooal and motion it was referred to the Com
practical difficulty, endless complica- Coke
mittee on Legislation to he brought ple of New Mexico for placing laws cross examination pursued his ques- ate, United Stales Senator Reed
"Carlsbad Is a beautiful city, well
Company.
tions and great bitterness anight easito the attention of the Legislative As- upon our statute books which have tions at great length, asking Mrs. Smoot, of Utah, condemned polygamy improved with miles of cement walks
Many Bodies Recovered.
mad such use possible, thereby af- Caine to detail every time that Rhe In the strongest terms.
ly arise over the question of appointand containing a number of beautiful
The bodies of forty-threvictims sembly.
ing a successor, If the power of doing had been removed from the mine
No Polygamy in Utah Now.
Frederick H. Pierce, of East Las Ve fording the States of the Union an ex- ever saw and tatKeci wun euner
residences occupied by men of wealth.
up
so lay In the remaining members.
can
of
be
what
done
tne
ample
Senator
Smoot
declared that there If county affairs were
by
to this morning and the work of res- gas, president of the New Mexico
Evelyn or her mother or Thaw
economical'
As the act of 1901 was in the nature
more
and
was no such thing as polygamy in and
enlightened
progressive peo
cue still continues as it is known that Board of iPenitentlary Commissioners,
carefully
of special legislation any measure re- there are more
the state of Utah now and that plural enue derived administered, the revthan sixty miners still was down on the program today for ple of the Territory of New Mexico.
from Artesia district
We thank the Hon. H. J. Hagerman
pealing that act should, in my opinion, entombed in the compartment where an address on "The Scenic Route."
marriages were not allowed In that would never be missed.
relative to roads and highways.
Our people
be so. framed as to place the appoint- the accident occurred.
for
official
the
state.
and
Mr.
interest
personal
Pierce was unable
Whether these Unfortunately
joined heartily with the Carlsbad peorecommend that the old Santa
We
ment of county officials on the same are dead or not has not
in
which
has
he
taken
the work of the
Never Took Binding Oath.
ple in securing the Avalon dam proyet. been as to attend the convention and the adFe Trail be marked by suitable monubasis as it was prior to 1901, leaving
as on account of a fall of dress was undelivered. M. W. Mills Association.
Continuing, Senator Smoot Insisted ject which has cost the government
ments at places along the same of
the method of filling vacancies in the certained,
We recommend that a committee to historic interest and
to reach of Springer, was another of the delerock it has been
prominence and that he had never taken an oath as $150,000 and we feel that our work on
hoards of county commissioners as It the entombed men.impossible
gates who found it impracticable to be known as a Legislative Committee that this subject be called to the at- an apostle in the Mormon Church this project alone should
has been since 1876.
Inspire at
attend the meeting but he sent a be appointed by the President of thts
Dead Mostly Japanese.
tention of the Legislature by the which would iu any way prevent him least a little generosity.
I 'have the honor to be, Gentlemen,
from discharging the duties of SenMany of the miners who perished letter indicating that he was heartily Association, which committee shall at Legislative Committee.
The Effect of County Division on
Your obedient servant,
were Japanese who had been working ln favor of the good roads' movement once proceed to the preparation of a
We recommend that the secretary ator and citizen with the utmost
'
Roswell,
H. J. HAGERMAN,
in the mine for some time, supplant- and this communication was also re- bill embodying ideas of proper road
of the Good Roads Association be au fidelity. y.
"Roswell has been aptly termed
Governor of New Mexico. ing the natives because of their supe- ferred to the Committee on legislat- construction, supervision, and the
to
to
thorized
ask
for
Has But One Wife.
subscriptions
'The Queen of the Pecos Valley.' "
On the motion to adopt the report rior working
ion.
means of raising- money thereror, and assist in the distribution of good road
,'
qualities.
He said that, he, himself, never had
"She has built up blocks upon blocks
of the Committee on Rules the vote
Dust Explosion.
to
National
to
Convention.
the
same
the
present
committees
Delegates
the
literature
but one wife and that he would not of substantial business
stood 7 ayes, 4 nays; Messrs. Martinez
it Is said that the disaster was due Practically air of the routine busi- of the House and Council having such which workthroughout both Territory,
houses, public
time and think, of giving either his official or
requires
buildings, residences and other strucMiera, Richards Spiess, Dalles, Mur- to an explosion of mine dust, which ness of tho convention was transact- matters under consideration, and to
and that membership cards be personal sanction to any other ar- tures. She
labor,1
has been honored by tha
ray and Stockton being in the affirma- wrecked the interior workings of the ed this forenoon and It was noon be- confer with such committees on all Issued to all subscribers who
shall rangement in case any other was ever
tive, and Messrs. Duncan, Chaves, Sul- - mine and set It m fire.
fore the meeting finally adjoured. At bills now pending in the Legislature subscribe not less than $5.
contemplated.
(Continued on Page 8).
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THE LEASING OF THE PUBLIC

on the landless farmers of the coun-

DOMAIN.

try.
"Let the cattleman range his herds
until the homesteader comes; leave
the fence down and the way clear and
when a better use for the land has
been found the greater profit will
come through the lands reaching their
highest utllty and best serving the
purpose to which they have ever been
devoted."

The announced policy of the administration favoring the lease system of
the unreserved
public domain for
grazing purposes, is meeting with
the
throughout
great
opposition
Rocky Mountain States and Territories, where the bulk of the public
lands of the United States is now
situiiii'd. Ever since the establishment of this government, the unreserved public lands have been free
and open range and it looks as if It is
too la:e in the day to make a change.
In addition the policy of the nation
lias been to encourage the settlement
and the acquisition of the public lands
by citizens of the country under the
the deshomestead, the
ert land, the mining and other laws
for the disposition of the public doThe sooner Uncle Sara gets
main.
rid of his public domain and the sooner it passes into private ownership,
the better for all concerned. The
New Mexican believes with the President in the policy of establishing forest reserves to save the forests of
the country, and also that the policy
of leasing lands containing coal, oil
and minerals would be better than
the present method of disposing of
the same outright, but it does not believe that the least impediment or
hindrance should be put in the way
or the homestead entryman, or the
man who desires to acquire a desert
That the leasing of the
land entry.
public domain to cattle owners and
sheep raisers would have some effect
in that direction is too apparent to
need denial. That great frauds have
been perpetrated under the home
desert land, coal
stead,
and mining laws of the United States
in years gone by, and that some of
these still exist, goes without saying,
but that does not change the situa
tion, nor is it an excuse for renting
the public domain for grazing pur
poses.
The Denver Republican considers
the situation in the right light editorially when it says:
"Indications are that no legislation
covering the leasing of the public
lands will come out of this session of
Congress. The more the matter is
looked into, the more the rights of the
homesteader are considered, the more
It becomes apparent that to lease the
lands as proposed would be to defeat
the general desire of the administra
Hon to prevent the lands from falling
into the hands of large owners and
also render it next to impossible for
by the landless
them to
citizen for whom they have, long been
held.
President Roosevelt appears
from latest reports to be fully awake
to the difficulties presented.
"The idea of leasing grew out of
the fact that under existing conditions
some of the lands are being used by
cattle growers without the government securing any direct return for
their use. While to some extent this
is true, it. is not so great a trespass
as it would appear. The cattle of men
owning ranches contiguous to unsettled public lands do graze on the idle
acres, but tinder present conditions no
cattleman has greater right to the
range than another. The lands as
it
they stand are In no demand, and
is scarcely dignified for the government to assume a dog in the manger
attitude.
"To give one cattleman a superior
claim to the lands under a lease would
lie to permit him to fence and range
them for a specified time. During
that period his fences of themselves
would preclude any part of the leased
even
homesteaded,
ground being
though an attempt should be made to
grant the possible settler right to
homestead any portion of the land
during the term of the lease. Aside
from tUe fact that a lease giving that
right would be unsatisfactory to a
lessee, the very fact that it was fenced
and leased would stop the homesteader from entering upon the land to
Continued
make himself a home.
leasing would be only a step toward
the sale of the land to the cattle
The argument that the
grower.
lands had remained open for years
and no settlers had come to them
would be used in time to excuse their
sale to the cattlemen. The very thing
for which all land laws have been
drawn, that of preventing large acreages being acquired by syndicates,
would in this way be defeated.
"Any general adoption of the leasing system by the government would
mean the death of the homestead law.
It would mean that the public lands
have been withdrawn from entry, and
that henceforth they are to pass into
the hands of large owners. It would
deliver a death blow at the settlement
or the western half of the United
States and throw a dead wall across
the path of its progress.
"Congress has little to do in this
matter; the land laws as they stand
are none too liberal. They have been
tightened and bound up in red tape
until they are already far too severe
on the man who wants a farm. This
government does not need the few dollars It may be able to collect from cattle growers whose cows are now eating the grass on the public domain;
at best, it will cost about as much to
collect as it will bring In. The financial return can never offset the great
wrong the leasing system would work

SANTA FE SHOULD
COMMENCE.
iNew Mexico is strictly In it again.
It is to be a new garden of Eden
within two years and this announce
ment ought to bring more immigrants
A BOOM FOR

than ever. Lee Spangler, a Pennsyl
vania prophet who fqretold the San
Francisco and Kingston disasters, the
assassination of President McKinley
and other startling events, prophe
sies that before 1908 draws to a close,
both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
will go on an old fashioned tear, such
as was their custom, according to
geologists, ages ago. A chasm will
open along an old geologic fault in
the Hudson Valley and in it New
York will be engulfed. The entire
Atlantic coast as far west as the Ap
palachian Mountains will slide into
the ocean and the Mississippi Valley
will be swept by a flood caused by
the great lakes flowing into the Mississippi River. The Pacific coast will
at the same time dip Into the ocean
which will then disappear in a vast
chasm. The Rocky Mountain plateau
and peaks alone will escape these caEven this section will
tastrophes.
be changed In climate so that, irrigation will become unnecessary and
bananas, oranges, and other tropical
fruits will grow wild. Here the people
of Europe and of America will come
together to form a world nation that
will solve the economical problems
that have bothered the past. Madame
de Thebes, the Parisian Sybil, who
has also nuule many hits in foretelling
agrees , with
epochmaking events,
Spangler, except that she predicts
that seme of these events will happen
this year instead of next. No matter
however, who of the two seers Is
right, it is none too early to begin
booming Santa Fe for the capital of
this nation, for all this will transpire
before another legislature is called
together and possibly before the next
general election.

JTE .NEW

THE BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION.
The Socorro Chieftain, a reputable
and influential paper published In central New Mexico, and Republican in
politics, takes the following view of
the work of the Bureau of Immigration which the New Mexican
for the information of the people:
"The
report of the Territorial Bureau of Immigration for the
two years ending November 30, 1900,
has just been issued under the direction of Colonel Max. Frost, the very
efficient secretary. This report constitutes in itself an exceedingly strong
argument In favor of the continued
liberal support which the bureau has
heretofore received from the Terri
tory. It contains a large number of
letters from the passenger officials of
railroads doing business In New Mexico, from members of Congress, and
from other equally significant persons,
all commending the bureau's publications in very strong terms.
This
means simply that the labors of Colonel Frost and his associates are appreciated by a large class of men who
are in an excellent position to judge
of the value of those labors. The report should have a free and wide

THE

CIVIL SERVICE
PREVAILS.

IDEA

That the national administration
still adheres to iU policy of laying
greater stress upon abilty and good
record than upon political endorsement in filling vacancies in tho higher
class of postoffices is shown by the
sending to tho Senate of the name of
,T.
A. Smith to be postmaster at El
Paso, Texas. Mr. Smith had taken
temporary charge of the postoffice last
year on behalf of the bondsmen of
the retiring postmaster.
He gave
such satisfaction that he was tendered the permanent appointment, but.
lie declined as he could earn more In
private business than as postmaster
of El Paso, although the position pays
$3,000 a year. The Republican organization recommended another man
and there wore several candidates besides with strong backing, but nevertheless, the President appointed Mr.
Smith against his will and against the
will of the local Republican organization, simply because Mr. Smith had
given good satisfaction to the
department. This is a radical
departure from the old methods, but Is
In strict accordance with the civil service ideas of President Roosevelt.
post-offic- e

IMMIGRATION
INTO
COUNTY.

QUAY

That settlers are still crowding into
Quay county is indicated by the following item in the Tucumcari News:
"The farmers are telling us that feed
stuff Is getting scarce, owing to the
fact that so many homeseekers have
come this winter who 'had to buy feed
that they 'have exhausted the supply."
Why these people are coming In Is
set forth in another paragraph: "Men
are coming here every day who are free
to say that they are as surprised as
people can be at the crops this country
has been growing for the past three
years. They exclaim that Oklahoma
and Texas are even behind us and
and that we have a farming country
equal to any they know of." No won
der that Quay County asks that part
of Union and part of San Miguel CounTHE ARMY CANTEEN QUESTION. ty be given it to find room for the
Has the abolishment of the canteen overflow of its homeseekers. Thus the
crime work of the Bureau of
and
drunkenness
reduced
Immigration Is
among the men of the army? Is an- hearing abundant fruit.
swered in the affirmative by General
George B. Davis, judge advocate of the A NEW ELECTION LAW NEEDED.
United States Army, who shows that
The joint committee on framing a
although in 1900. when the canteen new election law has done considerflourished in connection with every
able work and will be ready to report
camp and post, there were 1,054
a measure at an early date. Reprefor drunkenness, there were
sentative Beach is the chairman of
in
1906,
only 504 such
the
committee. It is understood that
although the army numbered more the
provisions of the election laws of
men.
Generals
Miles,
Shafter,
some of the most progressive states
Wheeler, Daggett, Henry, Roynton,
to circumstances and condiWilcox
and Stanley have spoken adapted
in New Mexico have been foltions
strong words In favor of abolishing lowed and that the new bill will conthe canteen and since their advice was
tain many excellent features.
The
heeded have expressed themselves
present election laws are crude, cumSurwith
the
result.
greatly pleased
bersome and in some respects ungeon General Sternberg has given as
too much chance
his opinion that the health of the wholesome, and give
for fraud, deceipt and dishonesty to
abolishthe
since
has
improved
army
ment of the canteen and is strongly campaign mangers and chairmen of
it. just as county and precinct election commitopposed to
This being the tees of the two great parties. A new,
is Surgeon Genella.
Improved and fair election law is
case, the agitation for
needed; the members of the asgreatly
enlittle
with
meet
canteen
should
the
know it and It will be
sembly
couragement for Uncle Sam needs
Sober soldiers in peace as well as in
war, just as every employer In private
Council Bill Number 48, Introduced
business prefers sober employes to
President Spless of the Council,
by
drunken men. No private employer
makes public gambling a misdemeanwould think of establishing a canteen
or and fixes the punishment for the
in connection with his mill or factory
offense at a fine of not less than
for the purpose of promoting temper$100 and not. to exceed $500 and Inir
be
would
ance, for that
putting tempprisonment for six months. This Is
emtation right into the way of the
a much more drastic measure than is
ployes who are sober, while to those the one that was
passed by the Legwho are Inebriates, the canteen would
islative Assembly of Arizona and If
to
Incentive
or
not be a guide
enacted by the present Assembly will
put an absolute stop to gambling
Those who are best, acquainted with
TWO SIDES TO THE CASE.
the views and disposition of the
The Democratic papers in the Ter- members of the Assembly fully beritory are shouting with great glee lieve that the measure will become
over the testimony which is now be- law. The Spiess gambling bill as soon
ing taken for the contestant In the as it becomes law will be hailed with
contest case of Larrazolo vs. Andrews great satisfaction by tho decent and
for the seat to which Delegate W. H. patriotic citizenship of the Sunshine
on November Territory.
Andrews was
Cth last. This shouting Is all one sided and very one sided at that. This
The Carlsbad Argus, the oldest and
is a time for Democratic testimony foremost
newspapers
among the
and It is very apparent and well es- of the Pecos Valley appears in a new
tablished that nearly all of it is cook- dress of type and In Increased size.
ed or made up or greatly exaggerated. Always one of the neatest papers of
When these Democratic brethren fin- the Southwest as well as among the
ish their side of the case then will best edited, Its appearance has been
come the Republican side and both further Improved and forms a pleasing
the tune and the tone will be changed contrast to many a paper that is
and that for the benefit and on the printed in slipshod fashion.
The
side of Delegate Andrews.. Every- Argus is In its eighteenth year and It
thing in its own good time. Under will doubtlessly continue to prosper
the law the Democratic bosses and for many decades and perhaps centurballot box shifters have now their ies, to come, keeping pace with, or
innings. When these are over will rather just ahead, of the beautiful
come the Republican side of the case. town of Carlsbad, which is about to
enter iipon a new era of growth and
Although they have Democratic prosperity.
county government in Chaves and EdAn increase In liquor licenses now
dy Counties and
although every
justice of the peace and every con- would be the right thing at the right
stable is a Democrat, still they have time. The New Mexican hopes and
organized a good government league trusts that the members of the
in Roswell and propose to reform.
Legislative Assembly will
Can it be possible that a good govern- heed this hint. The best Interests of
ment league Is needed there under the territory demand action In that
line.
the circumstances?

'
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(Ruppe) had not asked the Journal
conespondeiu to cease his
Mr. Ruppe replied that
sentatlons.
he had asked the correspondent to be
sure of his facts In every case as
he (Ruppe) was often blamed unjustly for the Journal stories. Mr. Ruppe
asked for the roll. The resolution
passed the House upon motion of Mr.
Holt by a vote of 1C ayes, 7 nayes.
Those opposing were Abbott of Colfax; Hudspeth, Montoya, Moran, MulThe serlens, 'Ruppe and Walters.
geant at arms was instructed to enforce the resolution by the Speaker.
Speaker Baca then asked Mr. Holt
to take the chair and he took the seat
of the gentleman
from Dona Ana
mls-repr-

The following are tho full proceedings of the Council and the House,
which occurred too late for publication in Monday evening's edition of
the Daily New Mexican:
THE COUNCIL.
Twentieth Day, February 18 Continuance Afternoon Session.
After considering Council Hill Number 33, an act relative to taxation until almost 5 o'clock, the Council arose
from a Commitee of the Whole and
was called to order by President
Spless. Mr. Miera, chairman of the
Committee of tUe Whole, reported County.
House Joint Resolution Number 6,
progress on Council Bill Number 33.
A message from the Governor was reproviding for the turning over to the
ceived.
It anounced that he had government by the Territory of the
signed Council Bill Number 27, an act Old Palace for a National Monument
for the relief of Torrance County. and the home of an American School
The Council then adjourned until .10 a. of Archaeology, was read by the chief
clerk. It is the resolution 'promulgatm., Tuesday.
ed recently by citizens of Santa Fe.
THE HOUSE.
Mr, Baca made a strong plea in beTwentieth Day Continuance Afterhalf of the passage of the resolution.
noon Session,
Following the calling of tho roll In He said that while he at first favored
tho House yesterday afternoon, two his own bill giving the Old Palace to
the city of Santa Fe for a city hall
petitions were received by Speaker
Baca from residents of San Miguel yet he had been convinced that he
could do much for the Territory
as
County, asking that county superintendents bo taken from educational well as Santa Fe by advocating the
over the Old Palace for a
and not political ranks. The petitions turning
Monument. He therefore
were referred to the Committee on National
said he would withdraw the bill he
Education.
The Committee on Judiciary, Mr. had introduced for the disposition of
Old Palace In favor of the presHolt chairman, reported unfavorably the
ent resolution.
on House Bill Number 42, an act relaMr. Ruppe also spoke In favor of
tive to annual reports by corporations.
The committee offered Instead a sub- this disposition of tyie famous old
'Mr. Abbott, of Colfax
land imark.
stitute for the bill.
This committee also reported upon County, said he would not withdraw
House Bill Number 35, an act regulat- his bill and did not favor the House
Joint Resolution.
ing special levies.
Upon motion of Mr. Baca, however,
House Bill Number C7, an act relative to recognizance was reported by the resolution was read the second
time preparatory to Its passage. Mr.
the same committee favorably.
House Dill Number 56, an act rela- Abbott of Colfax County, wanted the
tive to the fixing of a time for the roll read. The chief clerk read the
holding of the sessions of the First roll and House Joint 'Resolution NumJudicial District Court was reported ber C passed the House by a vote of
22 ayes to 1 naye, Mr. Abbott of Colfavorably by the same committee.
Under the business order of intro- fax County, dissenting.
duction of bills, Speaker Baca IntroSpeaker Baca then asked for unani
duced House Bill Number 96, an act mous consent of the House to have
relative to the duties of sheriffs. The the Committee on Capitol report imme
bill was read tho first and second time diately on House Bill Number 17, an
and ordered translated, printed and act introduced by himself giving the
referred to the Committee on Judi- Old Palace to the City of Santa Fe
for a city hall. The committee reciary.
7
House Bill Number
was' Intro- ported the bill 'without recommendaduced by Mr. Ruppe, an act relative tion thus placing it again before the
to abolishment of present statute? for House. Mr. Baca moved that the bill
be tabled indefinitely.
This motion
the creation of a public printer and
a viva voce vote.
repealing ail acts in conflict there- prevailed byBaca then took the
chair,
Speaker
with. The bill was read the first and
Mr. Holt returning to his seat on the
second time and ordered translated,
floor of the 'House.
printed and referred to the Committee
Mr. Abbott of Colfax County asked
on Public Printing.
for unanimous consent to recall House
House Bill Number 98 was introBill Number 89, an act Introduced by
duced by Mr. Ruppe, an act for local
himself, providing for an Old Palace
option in New Mexico. The bill was Ladies'
Association, and which bill
read the first and second time and orwas In the hands of the Committee
dered translated, printed and re- on
He was Informed that the
ferred to tho Committee on Territorial bill Capitol.
at that time
could not be
Affairs.
as it was In the hands of translators.
99
House Bill Numner
was introMr. Abbott of Santa Fe announced
duced by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe, an a meeting of the Committee on Educaact to amend Section 318 of the Laws tion
Immediately after adjournment In
of 1897 relative to Hens on property. tho office of the
Superintendent of
bill
was read the first and second Public Instruction.
The
time and ordered translated, printed
Mr. Padllla announced a meeting of
and referred to (he Committee on the Committee on Territorial Affairs
Judiciary.
at 9 o'clock Tuesday morning.
House Bill Number 100 was Intro
Mr. Walters then moved that the reduced by Mr. Mullens, an act to pro- port of the Committee on
Judiciary
hibit combinations in restraint of
regarding House Bill Number 50 be
trade. The bill was read the first and
adopted and the bill be read tho third
second time and ordered translated, time
preparatory to Its passage. The
printed and referred to the committee motion prevailed.
on Judiciary.
The Chief Clerk read the bill the
House Bill Number 101 was intro- third
time. This is an act fixing the
duced by Mr. Holt, an act providiny time for
holding the sessions of the
for the recording of chattel mortgages. First Judicial District Court.
Mr.
The bill was road the first and second Walters then moved that the bill "do
time and ordered translated, printed ow
pass." The bill passed the House
and referred to the Committee on Ju- by a viva voce vote.
diciary.
Mr. Holt then moved that the unfaHouse Bill Number 102 was intro- vorable
report of the Committee on
duced by Mr. Holt, an act authorizing House Bill Number 42, an act relative
the board of regents to lease to the to the annual
reports of corporations,
international commltlee of the Y. M. be
The motion prevailed.
adopted.
C. A. one acre of ground belonging to
Upon motion of Mr. Holt, duly secthe Territory for the purposes of the onded and
carried, House Bill Number
association for a period of years and 42 substitute was read the first and
term of rental to be decided upon by second time
by title and the third,
the board. The bill was read the first time In full preparatory to Its
passage.
and second time and ordered trans- The bill then
passed the House by a
lated and printed, and. upon motion viva voce vote upon the motion of Mr.
of Mr. Holt, duly seconded, the rules Holt.
i
wcr suspended and the bill was read
Mr, Holt then moved that House
the third time preparatory to Its pass- Bill Number
be tabled
age. The Chief Clerk read the bill.
indefinitely. This motion prevailed.
Mr. Holt then moved that the bill "do
The report of the Committee on Junow pass." The bill passed the House
on House Bill Number 35, an
diciary
without dissension by a viva voce act
regulating
special levies and for
vote.
other purposes, was read and apHouse Bill Number 103 waB Intro proved.
duced by Mr. Holt, aq act to prohibit
Mr. Beach then moved that this bill
expectoration upon the sidewalks of be tabled Indefinitely, Mr. Holt statint;
any city, town or village and for the that Its
provisions were embodied in
fumigating of rooms occupied by tu a general educational bill. The mowas
bercular persons. The bill
read tion of Mr. Beach
prevailed and the
the first nd second time and ordered bill was declared
tabled.
to
translated, printed and referred
The favorable report of the Comthe Committee on Territorial Affairs, mittee of
Judiciary on House Bill
House Bill Number 104 was intro Number
67, an act relative to recogto
duced by Mr. Holt, an act
amend nizance was
read by the Chief Clerk
Chapter 81 of the Laws of 1903, rela and upon motion of Mr. Holt
duly sective to the cutting of timber on school onded
and carried, the report was
sections. The bill was ordered transadopted. Mr. Holt then moved that
lated, printed and referred to the the bill bo read the third timo In full
Committee on Judiciary.
to its passage. This moHouse Resolution Number 7, was preparatory
tion prevailed and the Chief Clerk
introduced by Mr, Sanchez of San
read the bill. Mr. Holt t.hen moved
Miguel, a measure providing that the that the bill
"do now pass." The
Albuthe
of
present representative
bill by a viva voce vote.
House
passed
querque Journal should be barred
The Committee on Capitol reported
from the floor of the House owing to
House Bill Number 89, an act for the
his making exaggerated and untruthcreation of the Old Palace Ladies' Asful press reports. This resolution was
sociation by Mr. Abbott of Colfax
New
published in full In Monday's
without recommendations. Mr.
Mexican.
It precipitated a warm de- County
Abbott of Colfax County moved that
bate. Mr. Hudspeth was the first to
be tabled Indefinitely, stating
secure recognition. He said if the the bill
as his reason for so doing that he did
or
had
Journal correspondent
printed
caused to be printed untruthful or not believe the House would pass the
libelous statements there was a law bill and that he did not care to create
the Impression that he was Insisting
covering the offense which should 'be
upon something a majority of the
Invoked.
Mr. Holt replied that he knew full members did not want. The motion
well there was a law but that now to table the bill prevailed and It was
was not the time or the place to dis- so declared by the Speaker.
Council Bill Number 14, by Mr. Bar
cuss it. He said that he surmised
the law would be Invoked but In the gent, an act relative to the Issuance
interim, the House had the right to of marriage licenses by justices of the
bar the correspondent In question. He peace, was read the first and second
called attention to the fact that no time by title and referred to the Comattempt was made to bar the paper mittee on Judiciary.
Mr. Studley announced a meeting
from being represented if It would
of the Committee on County and
send a reliable correspondent.
Mr. 'Ruppe also spoke. Mr. .Mul-lin- s County Lines at 9 : 30 o'clock, Tuesday
said he thought the Journal was morning to discuss the creation of
being too freely advertised by the Artesla County.
The House then adjourned until
Hons?.
Mr. Holt asked Mr. Ruppe If he,' Tuesday at 2 p. m.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.

BERGERE

BY

IHSURfiHC E

GENERAL AGENTS

FOR

WPHHV

MEXICO

NEW

FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely

M.

Mutual Insurance Company.

JSatioiial Surety Co., of Jiew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Ratta,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

LA COMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

C THE
L

A
I

R
E
HOTEL

I

iitr

Trt-rrtir-

Atnerican and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of the Best RestaciartR in ;he

outhwet.,

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
I

HANDLE THE BEST EATABLES THE
cTWARKET AFFORDS.

KANSAS CITY MEATS ALWAYS ON HAND.
FIRST CLASS

SHORT ORDERS

SERVED

A LA

CARTE.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and

Up.

but earnestly request that you tuke your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.
1

respectfully,

G.

UIPE HERERA,

Prop.

OUR PLAC1
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Pine Wines. Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

:

.

SANTA FE, N. M

Subscribe for the Dally New Mext
The New Mexican Blnaery la turn-lpout some of the most arttstlo can and get the news,
binding in the Southwesi It la the
tamt completely equipped blnderr In
the Rocky Mountain States south of
is headquarters for legal blanks ot all
kinds. The company makes a ppoclalty
In handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries "an J In mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish' n
g

Letter heaas, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
by ttu New Mexican Printing Com
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit purchaser.

s

When In need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
If you want anything on earth
s New Mexlcr "ad."

try

!

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

8AXTA FE

1907.
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OROGRANDE

SW

MINING

IT

K

TlflM

K

RANK

I

Orogrande, N. ,M.( Feb. 19. Never
In the history of Otero County has
mining operations been as active as
at the present time. Last weelt at a
depth of 215 feet a body of rich ore
was struck in the valley shaft of the
Lucky mine. Work was continued and
a short time afterwards a very large
body of excellent ore was encountered.
However, water began to fill the shaft
and within a few hours had reached
a depth of eight feet, forcing the men
who were engaged in sinking the
shaft to quit work. A pump has been
Installed and the work of pumping
the shaft dry is now in progress.
Directly west and adjoining the
Happy Jack claims In the north, lies
a fractional claim owued by Messrs.
Brolles, Jones and Messlck. This
claim had a remarkable surface showing and a round of shots was tried
with the result that a good sized vein
was opened up rich in copper with
some gold and sliver. It is probable
that the owners will at once sink a
shaft on the property.
It is learned here that the Three
Bears Mining Company, owning properties at Brlce, will resume operations
The mine is well
in the near future.
'A
equipped with modern machinery,
iff
boiler, hoisting engine, compressor
and air drills, and when started will,
no doubt, become at once a valuable
producer. The company also owns
several valuable claims in the Organ
Mountains.
General Manager Warnock of the
Excelsior Mining and Development
Company, was in the city last week,
and announces that the company's
mines will be equipped with as complete an outfit of machinery, as can
he obtained ami that a rush order has
gone In, and that within sixty days
Installation will be under way. A
pipe line will be run from the Southwest reservoir to the mines, for water
supply for the steam plant, which will
be built on the Nashville No. 1. On
this claim at a depth of 75 feet an Im
mense body of ore was recently open
ed up, npon which a drift Is being run
The vein is fully three feet wide at
present and is growing larger as fol

OF IANTA FE.

In 1170.

The oldat banKIng Institution In New Mtxleo. Established
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Caehler.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Vice
President.
A.
LtVI
HUGHE8,
Assistant ChUr.

Capital

( M&

Proflta

Loans

banking buslnasa In ah its branchee.

a general

Transacts

UnJ"''

AyrplHe an

m,m.

on all klndt of personal and colmoney on the moet favorable terme
In all markett for
lateral eecurity. Buye and aells bonds and stocks
and

Its cuttomera.. Buye and sells domettlo
tranafera

makes teltgraahlo

to all parte

of monay

and

exchange

foreign
of

thi

civilized

world on ae liberal terme aa are (;lven by any mo..ey tranmlttlng
a'lowtd on time deposits at the
agency, public or private. Jnterett
month' or year'e term.
ef three aer cent per annum, on a elx

j

y rati

liberal advancea made on oonaignmonta
S

of live atook

and

producta.

...

mm.
De
eo

box,

ft

V

and

In the banking
line,
The bank executei all ordere of its patrons
.
. a.
.
I 4
a
I.
.II
no-r- .i
alma to extend to tnem aa
of sound banking. Safety
alttant with safety and the principles
of
the public le respwtfully
for rsf.t The patronage
It

Molted.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

$

MHW

KOSWKLL.

MKXICO.

MILITARY SCHOOI, OF NEW MEXICO

TH

lowed.

atatabllahed and Supported by the Territory.

LANTRY'S LAND ANOTHER
BIG

alt graduates of Standard Katern
Coliegas. New bulldlugs, all furnishings and equipments modern and coml
all conveniences.
aths, water-workplete; steam-hoate-

SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
shrea terms

of

1250

per session.

Lan-try-

y

Session Is

noted health resort, S,700 (eet above sea level;
Sunshine jvery day from September to June.
Is a

W.

affa,

REGBNTS-Nnth- &ii

Flnlay nd K. A. Gaboon
For particulars address

A

Reed,

W.

M.

Atkinson,

A.

W.

"

COL. J. W. WILLSCN, SupV

CONTRACT.

,
Raton, N. M., Feb. 19 C. J.
of the contracting firm of Lan-trBrothers, of Strong City, Kansas,
who has been awarded the contract
for building the. new tunnel through
Raton Pass at this point for the Santa
Ke has arrived here and will begin
the work at once. Mr. Iantry's contract for his share of the work will
be in the neighborhood of $700,000.
This is the second big contract this
firm has secured from the Santa Fe
within the past two years. It was
this firm that 'had a large portion of
the contracting work on the almost
completed Belen

thirteen weeks each.

R08WELL

RAILROAD

cut-of-

ANOTHER PIONEER
JOINS SILENT MAJORITY- -

OJO CAL1EJ9TE HOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Orando Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to ill degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1.CSC.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
Bar-auc- a

the world. The etflcacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to lu thf
following diseases: Paralysis, Rhei'
niatlsm, Neuralgia, Malwla, Brlght's
Disease of the Kidneys, lyohilitlc and
Mercurial Affections, fnfula, Catarrh,
l.a Grippe, all Femal I mplaluts, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging ti .d bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fc train upon request. This resort Is attractive at ail
seiisons and is open all winter. Passengers for Oj3 Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m
and reach Ojo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

H. C. Yontz

Callente. Taos County,

N .M

JEWELS

Repair of Flue Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Bugs
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

and

In-

'

CHARLES W. DUDROW

and Doors
Lofiikr, 8a?ht
It'tXPIKO matbsuaa,
iU

;

KISTPa OF

Cord and Stave Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Yew Start
Ddirerad to Aa
CERRILLOl
Part mf the Gtjra
utd HAGAN

L

TKAIt9rVK

rlout js fast

u4 TOAG:
Fe.

rachi

We Hani BTefytklaf MevaW
Otfct aa YariU at CettiUoa, V. M.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock. I buy my gooda In govern
ment bond and pan guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado Hotel.

J. W.

Governor Hughes Investigating
perintendent of Insurance

Su-

York.

AKERS, Proprietor.

Plenty of 80nta Fe Readers Have This
Experience,
You tax
the kidneys overwork
them
They can't keep up the continual
strain.
The back gives out It aches and
pains;
Urinary troubles set in.
Don't wait longer take Doan's Kid
ney Pills.
Santa Fe people tell you how they
act.
uenovevo
surveyor is
Sandoval,
chainmau, of Galisteo Street, says; "ft
1 had not the
greatest faith In Doan s
Kidney Pills, I would never have gone
out of my way to recommend them to
more than one of my friends and ac
quaintances. I had backache for about
a year, not continually, but I never
knew the moment when a recurrence
would take place. I tried more thaa
one medicinal preparation guaranteed
to stop such annoyances
before I
went to Ireland's Pharmucy for Doan'3
Kidney Pills, but 1 met with very in- lifferent success. The treatment with
Joan's Kidney Pills positively stopped
the trouble."
For salo by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
lake no other.
Foster-Milbur-

A

ONE

HUNDRED SETTLERS
FOR COLFAX COUNTY.

Springer, X. M., Feb. 19. Last
week a deal was closed here by H. M.
Mikesell, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
representing a number of Ohio and
Pennsylvania capitalists, whereby a
portion of the Valdez tract of land
comprising 22,000 acres was purchased
for a sum said to have been between
$50,000 and $00,000. This land is to
be divided up into small farms and
sold,, the first installment to a colo
ny of 100 farmers from Ohio and Penn
sylvania who are expected to arrive
In the spring.
It is said that out
of the 22,000 acres purchased
be
tween 8,000 and 9,000 acres can be
farmed under irrigation. Work will
at once begin on a large reservoir and
The balance of
Irrigation ditches.
the tract is said to be excellent hay
and pasture land.

of Insurance.

The little bride iu chair 11 leaned
over and touched her husband's band.
"Billy, dear, I believe there's fi little
story going on right uuder our noses."
Her husband patted her hand tenderly under cover of the friendly dusk.
"Wouldn't be surprised, sweetheart,
and all I've got to say Is I hope that
the young nmu is the sort who will not
consign 'Emily', to a draf ty seat."
"I hope he Is Just as dear and good
as you are."
And down in the front of the car
Marston and Emily Hunt sat gazing
out Into the night, too happy for words.
Origin of Kleptomania,
Kleptomania is occasionally induced
by continued and close application to
the study of a particular subject. A
iiu(uuu' inse was recently reporieu
from Germany. A well known profes
sor was found to bare transferred to
his own private collection many of the
valuable butterflies of which be bad
charge In bis official capacity. The ei
tstence of mental derangement was
clear from the facts that came out Id
the course of the Investigation afterward mad by the museum authorities.
It was found that the professor bad
often sent bis wife out all day to catch
butterflies, so iutense was bis passion
for these Insects. On one occasion the
professor, while hunting a butterfly,
was nearly run over by an express
train. At another time bo fell into a.
river, and once both be and bis wlf
fell Into a pond. Manchester Guardian

THI8 MAY INTEREST YOU.
No one Is immune from kidney trouble, so Just remember that Foley's
Kidney Cure will stop tne Irregularities and cure any case of kidney and
bladder trouble that is not beyond the
reach of medicine. Sold by Ireland
Pharmacy.

"
He Writes For Money.
Lady Gushlugton So your aon Is a
real author! How dlstractlngly Interesting! And does he write for money?
Practical Dad Yes; I get hla applications about once a week.

Her Perch,
"Did be propose to her on bis knees?!'
"No, but she accepted him on tbetn "
Houston Post.
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H. 8. KATJNE & CO.

Phone
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STUDY

THE

MAP-

-

CITY BOTTLING WORK8, Phone 18

The natural point on tho new A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribution of freight, having fhe advantage of the easy grades and short route
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has to the iCu.4 ami West, anil direct com municatlon with all points In the

been repainted, and refurnished, and
Is now one of the best in the Terri
tory. They handle everything in the
eating line from both eastern and
western markets. A call will convince
you that they know the business.
Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.

Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to W lllard as soon as the
Is open.
f
Surrounded by- a fine farming coun try, The purest water in New .Mexico. The geographical center of Tor ranee County ami of New Mexico.
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New
is a growing town. Willi arc will make a City. Study the .Map.
Your opportunity is there.
For information, call on or addresa
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR,
Cut-of-

'

five-yea- r

n

27, 1907.

Piles get quick relief from Dr.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
its made, alone for piles and it works
with certainty and satisfaction. Itching, painful, protruding, or blind piles
disappear like magic by Ita use. Try'
it and see. Fischer Drug Co.

pWfHy

Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
however, if the man with a weak stomach would take a glass or two of Dr.
Lauritzcn's Health Table Malt with
each meal, he would soon find that he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
In the world for a weak stomach.

Encar-nacio-

The editor of the Memphis, Tenn.,
"Times"
writes. "In my opinion
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and lung
trouble, and to my own personal
knowledge Foley's Honey and Tar has
accomplished many permanent cures
that have been little short of marvelous." Refuse any but the genuine to
the yellow package. Sold by Ireland
Pharmacy.

Uj
14

TYKe.v,,edyy
...,ue

J

n

(Homestead Entry Xo. 9,742.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Ofllce at Santa Fe., X. M.
February 12, 1907.
Xotlce is hereby given that Faustin
Qulntana of Pecos, X. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of Mis claim,
viz.:
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
made August 0, 390G, for the NE
of
section 31, township 1G N., range 13
E., and that said proof will be made
before the register and receiver at
Santa Fe, X. M., on March 28, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz.; Fellz Blea, Bernabel Qulntana,
Martin Barela and Candido Qulntana,
If you cannot afford to pay for a all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get thf
Register.
crenm of the week's doings. It la
Homestead Entry No. G.82G.)
good paper to send to your frlenda.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Chronic Constipation Cured.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
One who suffers from chronic constipation Is
February 12, 1907.
danger of many serious
Notice is hereby given that
ailments. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
cures chronic constipation aa it aids
Bonzaies, of Pecos, N. M., has
digestion and stimulates the liver and filed notice of his Intention to make
r
bowels, restoring the natural action of final
proof In support of his
these organs. Commence taking it to- claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
mado February 4, 1902, for the
day and you will feel better at once.
Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup does not SW1-- of section 14, township 14 N.,
nauseate or gripe and is very pleas- range 12 E., and that said proof will
ant to take. Refuse sub titutes. Sold be made before the register and reby Ireland Pharmacy.
ceiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on March

Shoop's.
cough
For years Dr. Snoop has fought
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
or other unsafe ingredients commonly
found in cough remedies. Dr. Shoop
the Pure
it seems, has welcomed
Food and Drug law recently enacted, for he has worked along similar
lines for many years. For nearly
twenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure
containers have had a warning printed on them against Opium and other
narcotic poisons. He has thus made
It possible for mothers to protect
their children by simply insisting on
having D . Shoop's Cough Cure. Sold
by the Fischer Drug Co.

rU--

DYSPEPTICS HORROR.

Huston-Frankli-

La Grippe and Pneumonia.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 19. Governor
Honey and Tar cures la
Foley's
Hughes has served notice upon Otto grippe coughs and prevents pneuKelsey, state superintendent of Insur- monia. Refuse any but the genuine
ance, to appear before him to give tes- In the yellow package.
Sold by Iretimony concerning conditions in state land Pharmacy.
Insurance department. This is regarded
as the first step of the governor toIt's a pleasure to tell our readers
wards the removal of Kelsey as state about a
cure like Dr.

aloud,

and Hani Painted China.

Abl-qui-

OUT.

flve-ya-

STATE OFFICIAL
ON THE CARPET

Mrs. Maguire gave vent to an exclamation that roused her husband to
frightened wonder aucl made several
men In the farther end of the car laugh

Mexican Filigree

Cloch. Jewelry

this section, died recently at the home
of Sheriff Boone, in this town. The
deceased came west In 1850, settling
first at Denver. In 1879 she came
Mrs. Brown was 82
to 'New Mexico.
years of age and her husband preceded her to the grave some years
Tho remains were taken to
ago.
Farmington for burial.

superintendent

MANUFACTURER OF

DEADER IN

Watci6Sp

Proprietor.

Aztec, N. M Feb. 19. Mrs. 'Esther
Brown, one of the oldest pioneers of

Palace.
O. E. Brother, Denver; A. H. dinger, New York; W, C. Foresman, Chicago; W, A. Meeker, Mrs. Ruth W.
Meeker, Los Angeles; C. W. O. Ward,
East Las Vegas; E. G, Klnhead, Los
Angeles; J. R. Fenton, New York;
D. J. Herron, East Las Vegas; W, A.
Buddecke, George A. Fleming, W. ,G
Haydon, East Las Vegas; B. W, MarAlbutin, Denver; W. L. MeEwen,
querque.
Claire.
M. C. Hart, St. Louis; Jose R. Sula-zaValencia; E. W. Shutt, St. Louis;
New
Theodore McClain,
Brighton,
Pa.; C. H. Ainsley, wife and son, Des
Moines, Iowa; M. A. Gonzales,
R. H. Owens, Minneapolis, Minnesota; James Cowan, E. C. Lawrence, Denver; J. M. Sandoval, Sandoval; G. E. Vawter, Denver; A. O.
Jahren, Wagon Mound; G. W. Bond,
John T. Kelly, H. C. William, William
M. Taylor, Trinidad; J. J. Patrick, St.
Louis; William Behr, Los Angeles.
Normandle.
II. P. Wilson, Taos; Rafael Galle-gos- ,
East Las Vegas; Stephen Easton
Miss Zoe
Galllnas; W. K. Davis,
Smith, Mrs. J. Ellen Smith, Morlarty;
J. Miller, Estaucla;
Henry Jtohn,
Clarence
Mounds, Indian Territory;
Coburn, Okarche, Oklahoma; H. C.
Dye, Lawrence Eastman, Frank Prop- per, George Propper, James Patterson, C. E. McArron, Morlarty; Philip Caley, Charles Partington, Silver-ton- ,
Colorado; O. M. Lewis, Roswell;
M. C. Shelby, Kansas City; G. W. Carroll, Newkirk, Oklahoma; CV N. Sandoval, Albuquerque; Frank DeForest,
George Adams, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
Edward B. Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs. W
A. Breuer,
Company.
Coronado.
Fred Erlckson, Wis Anderson, John
Jasper, John Johnson, Fred Johnson
August Marston, Antonito; J. R. Ball,
Espanola; O. A. Vinton, Enibudo; W,
J. England, Fort Collins, Colorado;
Gilbert M. Whirter, Las Vegas;
Baca, Willard; Ramon Bastas,
Santa Cruz.

THREE.
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BACK GIVES

HOTEL ARRIVALS

DISTRICT BOOMING'

TUP P1DCT

SANTA i'E, K.3L

.MEXICAN,

'

CUNY

CARDS

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

(

Santa Fe

New Mexico.

RICHARD

Phone

it.

H. HANNA.

Attorney at Law,

I.

liiono.

Mining Engineer,
laeretary and Traasu.-t- r Nw Wtxioj
tehee! ef Mires,
ecerre,
Nw Mtxluo,
CORBET A SMYTHE.
Mining ana1 Hyaiaulia
Englneera.
Assaying and General Contracting
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
East side Plaza
Bants Fe. N. U.
Civil,

Office, Griffin Blk.

Q. W. PRICHARD,
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
.
.
New Mexico.
Cruces,
and gives special attention to cases
Practices in the district courts as
before the Territorial Supreme Court. well as before the
Supreme Court of
Office, Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M. the Territory.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
V. I. Mineral Surveyer
New Mexico.
Office, Bena Blk.
Palace Are. 2ata Fe,
New Mexlea
CHAS.

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

.

U. 8. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.
New Mexico.
Clayton,

Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Laa Crucea, New Mexico.
United
States
District
Attorney.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna Ctenty.
.
i
New Mexico.
Demljig

He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ONHAM A WADE,
viz.:
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores
Attorneya at L a..
Gonzales, Donaciano Gonzales, Marcos
Practice In the Supreme aad DisLucero, all of Pecos, X. M.
trict Courta ol the Territory, In the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Probate Courta and before the U. S.
Register. Surveyor General and U. S. Laud
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
(Homestead Entry No. 5480.)
Notice for Publication.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Department of the Interior,
Attorney at law.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Practices In the District and Su
January 31, 1907.
Courta. Prompt and careful at
preme
is
Notice
hereby given that Ofelia tentlon given to all bualnesa.
has filed
Rivera, of Pecos, N.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
notice of his intention to make final
r
In
of
his
support
proof
A. B. RENEHAN,
Homestead Entry Xo.
claim, viz.:
Practices In the Supreme and Dls
the
5480, made January 6, 1900, for
Court',' Mining and Land Law
S
SW
and trlct
NW
SW
a Specialty.
Rooms I t Sena Bldg.
SW
XW
section 17, township
Palace Ave., Baata Fe, N. M.
16 N, range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before the register and
CHA. F. EAILEY,
receiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on March
(Late Surveyor General)
14, 1907.
Attorney at law.
He names the following witnesses
New. Mexico,
Santa Tt
to prove his continuous residence upaad and Mining Business a Specialty
on and cultivation of the land, viz:
Sablno Varela, Pedro Rivera,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Varela, and Faustin Ortiz, all of
Attorney at law.
Peoos, X. M.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
to

N. M.

WILLARD,

PROFESSIONAL

d

Montezuma Lodge No

t

A r. A. M. Regular communication first
1,

Monday of each month

at Masonic Hall at
p. m.
R. H. HAXXA,
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

7: SI

W. M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each mouth tt
Masonic Hall at 7:11
1,

8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Becy.

five-yea-

2

4

To-m-

Santa Fe Commandery No,
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in eacu
month at Masonic Hall at
: 30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
W. H. KENN1DY, Recorder,
1, K. T.

.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfeettoa No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottleh Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each mont'j
at 7:30 o'clock ia the evening la
Maaonlo Hall, aoutk aide of Plata.

Vlaltlng Scottish Rite Free Maaons are
cordially invited to attend.
District
CHARL1S FRANKLIN BASLHY,
Register.
Practicoa I the District Court anJ
Venerable Master.
the Supreme Court of the Territory; PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bsc.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile alao before the United Btatei Supreme
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally. Ceart In Washington.
I. O. O. F.
Automobile leavea Torrance fir RosAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at rioswell
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
at 12 noon. Automobile leavoa Rosmeet every Thursday evening In Od.)
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Notary Publie.
Fellowa' Hall, San Francisco street
Office with the New Mexican
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beVisiting brothers welcome.
tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.66
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
and between Torrance and Roswell
DAVID L. MILLER, 8ecy.
OSTEOPATHY.
hi automobile by
$10. Reserve aeat
OR-- CHARLTS A. WHCILON,
J. W. 5TOCK1RD,
wlrt.
B. P. O. E.
Line.
OeUopath.
Manager Autom:N'
No. 101 Palace Ave.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Santa Fe Lode, No. 418, B. P. O. H
by the New Mexican Printing Com Successfully treata acute and caronlt
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the diaeaaea without drugs or medlclaea holds Its regular seaalon on the aecou
and fourth Wednesdays of each nionU.
No charge for Consultation.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, aheep
m., I I p. m.
Pione ill Visiting brothers are invited and welbound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri Hoars:
come.
NORMAN L. KING. B. R.
Pleading forms, $1; Missouri Code
A. J. FI8CHBR, Becy.
Pleadings, $6; the two tor $10; Adapt- FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the beat fruit ranches In
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English northern Santa Fe County, about twen
FRATERNAL. UNION,
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full ty miles from thla city, la for sale,
ia Ft Lodg, No. 259, Fraternal
Flexible-Cover
at a bargain. For particulars apply to Unloa of America. Regular
leather, $3; Sheriffs
meeting
Santa fe first and third Mondays In each month
Pocket Docket, single, $1.26; two or Max. Frost, Box No. C.-more books, $l each; New Mexico Su- Now Mexico.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellowa' HaL.
preme Court Reports, Nob. S to 10, InSan Francisco at rent Visiting Frat
Corclusive $3.30 each; Compilation
ers welcome.
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
The best short order meals are now MAGGIE G. MOXTOYA,
poration Laws 75c; Compilation Mb-lnFraternal
Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of being served at the Bon Ton RestauMaster.
Nov Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; rant. The best cooks, and waiters are
:
A LA RID, Secy.
full list school blanks.
1REQORIO RAEL, TMai.
employed at
place.
1

g
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personal mention)

W Swell dressers him

Juan C. Chaves, of Chimayo, Rio
Arriba County, is in town on business,
Jose n. Salazar, a sheep raiser of
Valencia County, was among yesterday's arrivals in the city.
J. M. Sandoval, a well known citizen of Sandoval County, Is In the
city watching Legislative affairs.
Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of Carlsbad,
Episcopal missionary, is a guest at
the Palace Hotel. He came on church
business.
Representative E. S. Aldrich, of
McsKinley County, who has been at
home at Gallup on a leave of absence,
has returned to the city.
Andres Valerlo, a citizen of New
BALLARD'S
Mexico, who has been for some tlmo
employed at Wheatland, Wyoming,
SYRUP.
H0REH0UND
has returned to his old homo at Talpa
Pleasant to tako, rapid results.
in this Territory.
Contains uothirifr injurious.
Airs. Soledad Pino, of Segundo, CoCOUGHS, COLDS,
are
hut
thpy
With London made clothes t!iy are always Joose.
lorado, is spending a few days in the
CURES
SORB THROAT,
comfortable.
Spring Is coming and It's time to do it. If you
Capital on a visit to Miss Mary Alde-retWHOOPINU COUCH AND
DISEASES.
of Guadalupe Street. She exPULMONARY
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had better do so.
ALL
to return home the latter part
C. Jenkins, Denver,
pects
J.
Jim.
SPRING SAMPLES
of this week.
"I can't say
Colo., writes:
d
Our elegant line of spring simples at hand, waiting to say hello
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Conner, of Alenough for llallard'o
hau cured
It
to you.
Ye'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the face
here
the
Syrup,
who
spent
day
buquerque,
my baby of tho croup and my
of every man who is wise enough to come to us for his new suit.
yesterday, returned last night to the
children of eevero Coughs.
here
while
Dr.
Conner
Duke City.
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
I know no hotter inediuiuo."
presided over the meeting of the
25c, 50c and $L00
There is a great comfort in our clothes because the shoulders
Hoard of Osteopathy of which he' is
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy, at the
president.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
same time the garments drape the figure admirably.
W. A. Buuddecke, manager of the
ST. LOUIS. Ma
"
ComLas Vegas Railway and Power
OUR CLOTHES
pany, and a delegate to the Good
Hold their shape permanently because each part is hand tailRoads' Convention, reached the city
before
a
of
cloth
ored and each yard
Sold and Recommended by
rigid inspection
undergoes
last evening and registered at the
being made up.
Palace Hotel. He attended the conFISCHER DRUG CO.
vention last night.
OUR SELECTIONS
IH"
Attorney Charles W. O. Ward, of
Together with our hand tailored service offers you the same adEast Las Vegas, formerly city editor
vantages enjoyed by people living In the big metropolitan cities.
of the Las Vegas Optic, came to the
SUITS
city yesterday with the Albuquerque
boosters. He returned this morning Now selling at and below cost osMADE
to his home In the Meadow City.
trich plumes, fancy wings and feathW. G. Hayden, Las Vegas attorney, ers all at a bargain.
Felt hats at
arrived In the city last evening. He your own price. Call early and select
TO
a delegate from" San Miguel Coun the cream of the lot.
ORDER
ty to the Good Roads' Convention.
Stephen Easton, a forest guard on
FROM
the San Mateo Reserve, arrived in
own yesterday from the south and at
tended to official business today in
$15.00
tho Capital.
Alderman J. B. MacUel of East Las
TO
Vegas is among the visitors in the
$35.00.
Capital. He is not Iwre on the county
division question, however. He is a
Tjfe.
AND
delegate to the good roads' convention.
HUSTON-FRANKLIN- "
of
B.
Grlmshaw
S.
General Manager
EVERY
the Santa Fe Central Railway has left
Dramatic Co,
on a business trip to Omaha and Chi
SUIT
cago. He will be absent about a week.
Featuring the Little
Francisco Delgado, a native of this
TWiJiS
GUARNTEED.
city and one of its life long residents, HOLLIfiGSWOTH
has gone to East Las Vegas which
town he expects to make the permaChange of Plays and Spec
nent residence for himself and fami-- i
ialties Each Night.
ly and where he has accepted a position in the First National Bank of
Regular l'rla s.
that city. Mr. Delgado is a man of
and a fine
unblemished reputation
25 35, and 50c.
translator and interpreter. His famBoats at tho IRELAND Pharmacy.
ily will join 'him shortly.
Matinees Friday and Saturday 3 p. m.
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial Club, of East Las Vegas,
reached the city yesterday and attended the meeting of the Good Roads'
Convention last night as a delegate
from San Miguel County. He left CONFORMING TO
THE LAWS OF
Las Vegas at 1 : 30 o'clock in the after
NEW MEXICO.
noon and reached here at 8 o'clock
The New Mexican
Prinrlns Con
at night, rather a long journey. Mr.
has the largest facilities and
Fleming is well and favorably known pany
In this city, having served for two most modern machinery for doing all
kinds. of Printing and Binding In first
years as assistant secretary of the
class
style. Manufacturers of Loose'
credit.
with
great
Territory
loaf Ledgers.
Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty
Best Book Bindery
In the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet,
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
With Irritating Skin Humor Whole sheet.
A
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet..
Body Affected -S- calp Itched All
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
the Time and Hair Began to Fall
sheet.
Out
Wonderful Result From
with
Statement
Coal Declaratory
S. E. Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Teleohone No. 40.
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
APPLICATION OF
sheet.
Affidavit,
CUTICURA REMEDIES
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
''I am never without Cuticura Soap Property,
sheet.
and Cuticura Ointment since I tried
Forfeiture of Publishing Out ot Nothem last summer. About the latter tice,
sheet.
part of July my whole body began to
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
itch. I did not take much notice of it
at first, but it began to get worse all the Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
time, and then I began to get unaasy
and tried all kinds of baths and other dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
remedies that were recommended for
Bill ot Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
skin humors; but I became worse all
40c per Book.
the time. My hair began to fall out and
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
my scalp itched all the time. EspeGuardian's Bond and Oath,
cially at night, just as soon as I would
get in bed and got warm, my whole body sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
would begin to itch and my finger nails
would keep it irritated, and it was not
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
long before I could not rest night or day.
sheet.
A friend asked me to try the Cuticura
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
first
and
and
the
I
did,
Remedies,
appliDeclaration In Assumpsit,
sheet
cation helped ma wonderfully. For
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
about fbur weeks I would take a hot
,
sheet.
,
bath every night and then apply the
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
Cuticura Ointment to my whole body;
sheet.
and I kept getting better, and by the
Alignment ol Mortgage,
time I used four boxes of Cuticura I was
sheet.
Lease,
entirely cured, and my hair stopped
Warrant to Appriasors, full sheet
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
falling out, but I continue to use the'
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
danCuticura on my scalp. It keeps all
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do
druff out and scalp is always clean. J.
always use Cuticura Ointment on my zen.
sheet.
Official Bond,
face after shaving, and have found
WOOD-DAVnothing to equal it. I will never be or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
without it." D. B. Blankenship,'
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, pa319 N.Del. St.,
per, 14c.
Oct. 27, 1905.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath
:
:
14
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
"I have used Cuticura Ointment for 7c.
chafing of infants, and as they grew
Notary Record, $1.25 each,
older all skin diseases were given treatNotary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
ment with that and the Cuticura Soap.
I never found it necessary to call a doc- $2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
tor, as these Remedies are a sure cure, nearest express office.
if used as directed.
Iam glad to recomNew Mexico Supreme Court Reports
mend them to all mothers." Sincerely" Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volART PICTURES AND hRAMltfG yours, Mrs. F. A. Kennard,
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
We make a specialty of PEVEiOPING, PRINT
St. Paul Park, Minn.
June 21, 1905.
each. Postage 25c.
Cutieum Soap, Ointment, mid 'ill ore mid throughout
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
the world Poller Drug it Chem, Corp., Sole Props.,, button.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75,
f Mailed i'ree, " How to Ore (or the Skin."
Attention. Send for Cat&logua.

TAILORING

Our Tailor
Fjade Suit

Baby

wont cry if
vou ifive Him

Department.
Suit Yourself

Hore-houu-

!

Winter Millinery

Miss A. Mugler.

OPERA HOUSE

ALL week:

NATHAN SALMON

MWlMimnnmIIIMMMMWWHIWW

WINTER GROCERY CO.

LEGAL BLANKS.

For

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

COULD

"M. V." BUTTER
Specialty.

2

NO! REST

IHIf

HI

2

2

2

2

Haclwaffe

4

4

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

2

Water Supplies

2

Postage, 45o.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
e
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
e

$3.00.

Gaming License, 60 In Book, $3.00.
Notification of Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet''
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
of
Bond
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court).
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
ExecutionForcible Entry and De- Promlssory Notes, 25c per pad.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Authority to GaBher, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's' Flexible Cover Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
each.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17o.
postage, 17c.
Missouri - Pleading Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Application for License, Retail Lisheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75a
Warrant,
County Superintendent's
2

2

2

THE

IS

HARDWARE CO.

228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

BMIlfll IIB

,

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

e

HOWLAND

The Price of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
tnciden. to certain skin diseases, Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Clamberlaln's Salve. Price 25 cents.
ir sale by all druggist!.

& 00.

Sio South Broadway1
1,08 ANGELES, CALir.
"GOOD

ROOMS."

You can get a good room at the
Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging roomi elsewhere.

Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening Hat.
220 San Francisco St- -

MRS.

and

Mollnes

LYNC

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR IS A BIG
SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PURCHASED NOW.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.
CORSET COVERS

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

4

4

For Half

a

the

Century

LeadiDg

Dry

-- o

P. O. Box 219.

Goods

House

Phone

No. 36.

in

tbe City.

(CHARLES WACWERl

furniture

Company.

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds, Upholstered
Furniture,.
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- , Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

2

San Francisco St.

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1

50 In Book, 35c.

Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
pages, 40c.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chat tie Mortgage,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application,
sheet.

q. s.
Phone 26.

pune & cofpjuy
GOOD

THINGS TO EAT.

WE NOW HAVE

A

Phone 26

FULL LINE OF

2

4

2

4

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
-- ALSO
NEW PANCAKE r LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

Closing Out

2

Sale!

Affidavit,

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet. .
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet
Affidavit, 4102b.
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
sheet.
Declaration ot Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,

CUT PRICES IN

FURNITURE

2

Rugs, Queeneware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
AND

CALL

GET PRICES.

2

D. S. LOWITZKI.

2

2

sheet
Affidavit

and Order for Publication

of Notice of Contest against

IXCOITOKATSS

a

sheet
Entryman,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
.
sheet.
Sheep Cont acts,
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet,
sheet
talner,
Replevin Writ,
sheet
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, hi
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet
Summons,
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
sheet-Searc- h
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Warrant,
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
"Auto de Prislon,
pliego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nombramlento,
pliego.
Flenza Oflclal,
pliego.
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego
2

2

4

4

I

H. B. Castwright & Bro,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Potato
Stationery.
Patent JtJUdila m4 Orocors' Saiulrfet.

6raln. Flotr

mm4

4

iAjnrAn.M.K.1

4

4

4

4

2

4

Laoet

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL
SALE

2

4

Plumet,

INCORPORATED 1903.

4

4

LADIES....

i856.

1907.

19,

BINIOS

2

2

2

ESTABLISHED

4

2

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

(Continued on Pagi 5.)

ComThe New Mexlcaii Printing
pany lias on baud a large supply vol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for borne use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered In larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your moneyV worth when having.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

have all the faculties for turning out
every class of work, including one ot
the best binderies In the west
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates ..for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Don't forget our large and complete

bindery- and
work b&ndfed
-

Job

department

in tbe most
manner. One trial makes you
nanent customer.

All

psr

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
' Compiled According to Schedulei
of Trains Now In Effect.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.

Southbound leaves Santa Fe

No 1.

1:20

p. m.
No. 2. Northbound

Fs 5:40

arrives

Santa

,

p. m.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Easthound leave
Santa

Fe

11

a. m.

No. 425. Westbound arrives
Fe 3:30 p. m.

Santa

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA
Branch-Arriv-

No. 721. ..
No. 723...
No. 725. . .

e

at Santa Fe Station.

...10:40 a. in.

6:50 p. m.
.11:15 p, m.
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
.

.

.

.

8:15 a.
No. 720
No. 722
4:20 p.
.."
7:40 p.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west
"
Lamy.'
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west

I.amy.

m.
m.
m.
10

at
at

Her place Is being filled temporarily
by iMlss Maud McFle, The imother of
Miss Rider has arrived In 'the city
from Pekin, Illinois, and will remain
with her daughter until she recovers.
birthday.
Friday Is Washington's
Being a legal . holiday the public
schools throughout New Mexico will
be closed on that day. Superintendent J. A. Wood of the Santa Fe
schools announces that appropriate
exercises commemorating the natal
anniversary of the father of his
country will be held on Thursday.
A cordial invitation to the general
public Is extended to attend the meeting at 7:30 o'clock this evening of
the New Mexico Historical Society
which will be held in the chamber
at
of "the. House of Representatives
the Capitol building. Addresses will
be delivered by Judge A. J. Abbott on
"Political Status of the Pueblo Indians," and by R. E. Twlchell of Las
Vegas on a "Monument to Coronado."
Two or three of the Indian Pueblo governors will be In attendance.
Officers for the ensuing year were
elected at the meeting yesterday afternoon of the Woman's Board of
Trade. Mrs. W. S. Harroun was reelected for the third term as president and all of the other officers were
retained for another year. The officers are as follows: President, Mrs.
W. S. Harroun; first vice president.
Miss Bertha Staab; second vice president, Mrs. F. P. Crlchton; third vice
president, Mrs. M. J. Warner; recording secretary, Mrs. Anita Chapman:
corresponding secretary, Mrs. C. L.
Bishop; treasurer, Mrs. S. G.

No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west, at Lamy, waiting only for No.
Miss A. Mugler has reLADIES
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
ceived a fine line of millinery of the
east,
latest spring effects. A most elegant
line of flowers, malines etc,
The following letters and postal
held at the Santa Fe
MINOR CITY TOPICS cards are being
postofflce for better address or postage: Mrs. Milferd, Stas, New Mexico; Mrs. Huttberg, 1213 Seventh
Seven-rooAve415
Palace
house,
Mrs. A. Wright, 523 Park
nue, with acre lot and orchard, for St., St.;
Rorent or for sale at very low figure. Street, Trinidad, Colo.; Mrs. T.
mero, Jr., Estancia, N. M.; Mr. Ed.
397
Palace
Avenue.
Apply
Edwin F, Coard returned to work Martinez, Wamsutter, Woy, of fack
Miss May Bell, Marietta,
today as reporter of the New Mexican McPherson;
after being off duty for a week on N. Mex.; Miss P. Ortiz, Santa Cruz,
account of the serious illness of his N. M., N. S. H.; Sir Don Hllario Marwife.
Mrs.
Coard Is slowly but tinez, El Gallego, N. Mex.; a postal,
without address, signed "Nick;", a possteadily Improving.
The bazaar which was to have been tal, without address, signed "Abbie;"
given this week under the auspices of a postal, without address, signed "W.
the Christian Endeavor Society of the B. P.," and a letter without address
First Presbyterian Church has been sent by "J, J. G."
The Hollingsworth Twins, as prepostponed until some time next month
Draowing to the departure In a few dayB sented by the
of Charles E. LInney, who has had matic Company all this week at the
opera house, arev an attraction In
charge of the arrangements.
people will not be
Having decided to continue his shoe which
business at his present
location, disappointed. The Twins are singing,
Charles Haspelmath has leased his dancing and. musical specialty child
store building now In course of con- artists of a high degree. The company
struction to George Klnsell. Mr. Kin-se- is not only large and meritorious, but
will carry a line of groceries In carry all the paraphernalia now put
addition to meat and other provisions on by the better attractions catering
to metropolitan audiences. Aside from
when he moves into the new stand.
Miss Louise 'Rider, a teacher in the a strong dramatic cast they carry
public schools, Is seriously 111 at her clever specialty people of exceptional
apartments on Washington Avenue. ability. Manager Dettlebach is for- Cart-wrigh- t.

Huston-Frankli-

n

play-goin-

' 4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS

'

ACCOUNTS.

If you have any spare cash lying
around, make haste to place it in the
bank where it is not only safe from
burglars and Are, but where it also
draws interest.
Bury seeds in the grounds and they
grow and Increase, but cash is apt
to decrease very quickly if treated
In the same manner. Plant your'
imoney in a safe bank and watch It
grow.
It gives a comfortable feeling to
know that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savings account
and feel that way.

Hee ate a Few Suggestions
"ROME
""'

tEHLE'S
Your Measure With Us
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When in Need of Anything in

Line

the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. C LOSS ON.
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER
desire to announce the arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
I

inspect them at your convenience.

mum

mmmmj

xvv

'ELLIOTT" DIPPERS
URING

AND

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

"DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED GRATERS

'BLUE DIAMOND"

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

"LISK'S"
IMPERIAL
ROASTERS.

AND CAKE

BOSTON

BEAN POTS.

MEAS-

GCUPS.

'PENINSULAR"

TEA STEEPERS.

ENAMELED

RANGES.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

xxvxx

MISSION

I

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

BIRDS

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

MM M

Plumbing Deparment

LIVERY BOARDING AND FEED STAB LE

s ro in nlnninrr af tha rltctwtunl ft auk nxlmno ihn znf,t,-.of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
wuu uas nati wicie experience in misspiiere ot activity, in .New Yoric city
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will he raised to submit estimates on proposed work.

Wft tllliQ

y

FIRST-CLAS-

$

GOOD 8ADDLE HORSES

CARRIAGE SERVICE

S

FINE RIGS

Jt

jj

?

jt

Til PH

Phone 83.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

'PHONE 132.

1

10c each
"Board"
10c each
"For Sale"
10c each
"Lodging"
.25c each
"For Rent or Sale".
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
50c each
"Minor's Law"
50c each
"Livery Law"....'
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws". .50c each
School Blanks.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
of
Certificate of Apportionment
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report, 4
sheet.
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,

......

4

2

6heet.

Teachers' Term Register, lull sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
Prices.
$
.05
On
or
sheet each
10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
35
Sheets, per dozen
65
Full Sheets, per dozen
Sheets, per hundred...... 1.75
LEGAL BLANKS.
Sheets, per hundred...... 2.50
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
(Continued from Page 4.)
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
LIbros Certlflcadog de Bonos, $1.
price. On an order of 500 hundred
Poll Books, Election of School Di- blanks', customers' business card will
rectors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and be printed under filing without extra
cost.
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
Size of Blanks.
Inches.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
Sheet, 7x8
In Book, Spanish, 25c each.
x 14 Inches."
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Signs, Card Board.
15c each
Cash Must Accompany All Orders- "For Rent"
4

4

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An institution giving an Intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in it own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mcsilla Valley.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacture
ing Company.
A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of Jewelry has U3t
been purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
genuine and as represented.
The
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work ic that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates. , Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast pins, in gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and In
the shops of the. company by special
design and to suit customers tn short
order und from the flne4 gold.
Souvenir spoons, includuK
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Gaspar
Avenue, Laughlln
building.

N.

leo tpsai
ind
'RETAIL1

Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $s0,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade an . athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural Colloas,

N. M.

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
A

with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

I. SPARKS.

Alamger.

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
onable rates. Lawyers whodeslre to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New .Mexican Printing Company' and leave their
orders.

THE ONLY EXCLUfclVi ft RAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

YOUR GOOD WILL

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates.
Lawyers who desire to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now in
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

!WE COUNT
much the largest asset we hive

customers

117 to

Wniaew.

To hare our

their frisodi, "Every statsmeit vacs by S. Spits

can be relied npoi" is the
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ia our

M
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best;
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Reliability is our watchword and svery sals ws maks ii dosed

only after ths purchase proves entirely satisfactory.
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Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

When in need of anything on earth,
New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.

try a

HENRY KRICK

A. W.

Sols Agent For

Leap's St.

Louis Beer

gpiegelberg- -

257

San Francisco Street.

Halls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fs, N. M.
Telephone No. SB

SODA WATER

It Is Much Cheaper

'f

BALERS

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

v

Be-le-

.sot-- i

COOK'S

WARE.

Out Ftirnitttte Department Offers

Santa Fe Livery Stable

I

IMPORTED

STOCK-BOILER-

1

LIVERY STABLE

NO. 9

'TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

CROIX"
KNIVES.

POACH.

EGG

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

IK
xxsw

STEAM

"ANTI RUST,"

MAKERS.

HABERDASHERY

tunate in having secured this attraction and the. people of the Capital City
should show their appreciation by giving them the patronage they deserve.
See the Twins they'll please you.
The following visitors have registered during the past week at the
rooms of the) Historical Society: O.
A. Dennis, Springfield, South Dakota;
Albert L. Marquese, Douglas, Arizona;
J. W. Gray, Eureka, Kansas; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry L. Hans, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Wlllson, La Junta, Colorado; John Schechter, Denver;
L. I,. Wimber, St. Paul, Minnesota;
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Morton, Denver;
Jesse W. Burton, Frank L. Boone,
Portland, Missouri; Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Wheeler, Waynesvllle, Missouri;
J. F. Johnston, Stockton, California;
A. J. Reltz, St. Louis; Amelia Reltz,
Dubuque, Iowa; J. H. Shelton, Bruce-vllie, Texas; E. L. Williams, Jackey,
Tennessee; James P. Portens, St.
Louis; Mrs. George W. Crosson, Las
Vegas; Mrs. Nettle Neville, Kansas
City; L. M. Greiner, Stillwater, Oklahoma; H. Schumann, Chattanooga
Tennessee; S. Hoverson, O. C. Gun-- :
der, Sjpughton, Wisconsin; C. B. Chad-wicDenver; Henry John, Mounds,
Indian Territory; Mrs. J. O. Cameron,!
Carlsbad; Mrs. D. O. Cameron, Cole-"man, Texas; John Fishback, Terre
Haute, Indiana; Mary LeVere, New
York City; Mrs. Joel W. Taylor, Holland, Michigan; A. E. Green, Socorro;
. H. Blernbaum,
Mora; Laura Nay-lor- ,
Hbrton, Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Wilson, Mattoon, Illinois; Samuel
Davidson, Columbus, Ohio; Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Koellner, P. J. Leacy, Kansas City; William H. Wamsley, Elizabeth Brewer,, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Backeberg, Lanhami, Nebraska;
J. M. Seay, wife and daughter, Armstrong, Missouri; A. L. Knapp, Paulding, Ohio; A. H. AInley, A. M. AInley,
Joseph AInley, Des Moines, Iowa; H.
B. Hammond, Mrs. Ella W. Hammond,
John H. Crum, Albuquerque; W. A.
Meeker, Mrs. Ruth W. Meeker, Los
Angeles, California; George F. Trott,
Junction City, Kansas.

AND. "BUFFALO"
ERS.

TEA

WARE,"

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

REAL

SANTA

METAL

COFFEE POTS.

"LA

Leave

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

CALL UP 'PHONE

In
There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This Is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the oooU, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking Is indispensable.
An
household, uses
appliances, for, "That which today is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
aud tliis applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some' of these articles, we feel sure
their itillty and merits will he ob vious.

Come In and See Them

THE NEW MEXICO

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

Timely Suggestions

New Spring Samples Are In

!

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water la any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 88.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only

first-clas- s
in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Pour firstclass artists : : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
.26
Other Baths
Parlors Located West 8ide Plana
W.CH. KERR, Pioprietor

....

Indian and

Hera

Wares

am dories

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnet and Other Gems,
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything in Our Lint.

Blanket!,
OUR

TfJIS WEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.
""
Ladles Muslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown tn This City.
MO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LEFTOVERS FROM LAST 8EA8ON.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

BA1TTA TE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA F
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Santa Fc Central
I

morning. "'
The curious people of Smolensk had
forgotten all about the singular outcome of the drawing when It was revived by the appearance of the winner
of the prize In the town. He looked
somewhat thinner than before and
careworn. He came frequently after
that, always looking more distrait than
before. Finally at one of his visits he
departed looking radlautly happy. The
next day the townspeople were agog
at the announcement that the couple
who had won 5,000 rubles and given
them to the poor were to be married
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Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Itio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
Svsteni.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Freight and Passenger Agent.

.

The Major's Lesson

j

by MeClure Newspaper
Syndicate
"
Major Thornton, V. S. A., retired, was
(it Margate, England. Going one day
to liis room, lie found In the hall of the
hotel a diamond sunburst. Ills first
thought was to go down to the office
mid turn in the lost jewel; his second
was to wait and give the loser a glad
ICopyrlsht,

1005.

nurprise.
They were discussing the matter in
the lunch room when he went down.
While he was out on the promenade
there had been an arrest in the hotel.
The wife of a prominent manufacturer
stopping at the house had made an
outcry that the jewel had been taken
from her room during a momentary
absence. Suspicion was directed to a
waiter named Saunders, who had come
up to the next room with an order, and
when suddenly accused of the theft he
became confused and embarrassed and
had been put under arrest and taken
away. None of those who saw him
and heard his lame explanations could
make the least excuse for him. A
search had failed to find the jewpl on
his person, but it was, of course, argued that he had passed It to a confederate.
The major heard all this and much
more, and he had started In to defend
the waiter and talk about the unreliability of circumstantial evidence and
cite Instances when the lady assured her bearers for the tenth time
that she had the Jpwel In her hand and
was looking at the hinge of the pin
not a moment before she left the room.
She was most positive that she left It
behind her ou the dresser. She would
swear to that In all the courts of the
laud. The aggressiveness and the
of the lady rather startled the
major. If she could not be made to
believe that she had dropped the tiling
In the hall where he had found It, what
sort of a position would It put him In?
The major kept Ihe sunburst In his
pocket. Saunders bad been put through
the third degree at the police station
and given his liberty. He had come
down from London fairly recommended, ami up to that moment no fault
bad been found with him. He return
ed to the hotel and talked about a suit
for damages and faintly frightened the
woman Into giving him a hundred dollars in cash and making a humble
apologv.
When the waiter had been freed the
major's quandary was worse than ever.
If he restored the jewel, he would be
asked why he delayed. It was very
doubtful also If bis story of finding it
The
In th'! hall would be believed.
loser was too positive for that. The
man Saunders went away at once. If
the Jewel could In some way be returned to the lady, would anybody believe
that the waiter had become conscience
stricken? On the contrary, wouldn't
everybody declare that the real thief
had become frightened and was still a
guest at the hotel?
How we argue to ourselves and how
other people argue about us are two
different things. As a matter of fact,
the major was the last one to be suspected, and yet be had the feeling that
all looked upon him with suspicion.
Whether at table, in the smoking room
or on the sands, the subject was constantly turning up, and he sometimes
wondered why be was not arrested as
the criminal. Ho stood this sort of
tiling for two weeks and then decided
to go elsewhere. He would go up to
London and from thence mall the
Jeivel to the lady and go ou to Paris
at once. From the time he left the
hotel until the train started he was in
a cold sweat. The sight of a policeman gave him feet as cold as ite.
When lie reached London he suddenly
remembered that a valuable parcel like
that must be receipted for and the
name of the sender given. He might
give a false name, but If the parcel
was traced back wouldn't his personality lie remembered? The major sat
ou a bi'iich in St. dames' park trying to
figure It out when a voice said:
Minor Thornton, sir, If you will per

mit th-- i liberty, sir'1
It was Saunders, the waiter, lie was
well dressed and looking pretty chipon
per. The majir made room for him
the bench, and the waiter sat down to
continue:
".Major, that was a bail deal they
gave me at Margate,"
was the reply.
"It may be the means ol ruining an
holiest man's reputation. Such tilings
get out, you know, and once a man In
this profession is spotted as crooked no
hotel wants him thereafter. If I hadn't
hwt my bend 1 should have made the
lady pay live times the price she did."
"I was not one of those who thought
you took the sunburst."
"Thank you,
you from the
bottom of my heart. You have given
"

sir-th- ank

nie hope."

"What I think," continued the major,
"Is that the lady dropped the jewel In
the hall and some one found and kept
It."

"Just my Idea all the time, sir. It
must have been dropped In the hall and
'
picked up by somebody else.
There was further talk, and after a
quarter of an hour Saunders arose,
uttered his heartfelt thanks once more
and took himself off. lie had been gone
ten minutes when the major felt lu his
pocket for the sunburst and Its box.
They were gone; also his wallet and
his watch. Saunders had cleaned him
out as they sat talking. It was a beautiful case of pocket picking and thanks
rendering in one, and, though it put
the major lu a hole financially, he
heaved a sigh of relief as he realized
that be was rid of the sunburst at last.
Saunders had taken it from the room
and dropped It In his hurry to get
M. QUAD.
away.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
Beat a boy out of a dime and the
crime will never outlaw,
Comparison may not be a detraction,
but it Is certainly a half sister.
The truth with unselfish people is
they are liable to brag about It.
There is only one way lu this world
to get your own wayInsist upon It.
Almost any defense would bo all
right If you could make people be-

a

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

. .

BOOK BINDERS

lieve it.
It is just as dangerous to tell some
people u secret as it is to fool with
a loaded gun.

t

I

A Marriage Lottery J
tOrislnal.)

Iu Smolensk, ltussla, marriage Is
really a lottery. Four times a year a
jrine Is drawn there iu the matrimonial market. Five thousand tickets are
sold at a ruble a ticket. The' winner of
the 5.1KH) rubles Is bound to marry a
certain girl. Should the girl decjine to
'slurry him they may divide the money
between them. In case the man Is
married he may turn over the
money anil the matrimonial prize fo
any friend be may select.
Due day a traveler stopped iu the
town and, hearing of the lottery, gave
n servant 10 rubles and told him to
buy ten tickets. The drawing was to
take place that evening, and after supper the stranger strolled around to the
building appointed for the purpose.
The wheel was turned nini a paper
drawn, lie who drew It held it up.
looked at it and said:
"U.'he winner is Dmitri Waronivlch."
The stranger started. Every one
No one
looked at every one else.
seemed to know who Dmitri Waro.d-vicwas,
"If Dmitri IVnroulvitu Is here, let
him come forward."
The stranger advanced and after
some questioning was credited with
the money and conducted to the home
of the girl be had drawn.
Mirza Dovietiicff was of a stailoa far
who would usually put
beyond tho-sthemselves up to be rallied for. A
fancy for such a role had taken possession of her, though she had no idea
of marrying the man who should draw
the prize of which she was a part,
Nevertheless there Is a fascination In
meeting one never before seen who Is
ro be something more to us than a
stranger and maybe of immense impor-- :
tance. Naturally Mirza had dreamed
of many different kinds of men and
flint at their meeting be who had wen
her would be mad to wel her. These,
of course, were merely dreams, for she
knew the class that bought tickets in!
file lottery and had no doubt she would
divide tlie money pri::e with the winner and remain a spinster at least for
biui.

It waj certainly an exhilarating mo-- ;
When a man submits to a procession lueut for these two when the door
wedding the other men look at him
them opened and they stood
the way boys look at a boy whose face to face. Miraa's heart beating like
mother makes him wear long curls.
a trip hammer.
The man who has made a failure In
"Von are a si ranger here," she said,
any Hue of business never has a very
"I ai:i. I arrived this afternoon. 1
good opinion of the man who started bought some tickets to the lottery and.
In the same line at the same time and
singularly enough, won."
made it a success. Atchison Globe.
"I suppose you know the conditions."
"The only condition I know Is that
Too Deep.
have won a wile."
The story is told of a lank, disconso"You are mistaken. 1 have the privilate looking farmer who one day dur- lege of dividing the money prize with
ing the progress of a political meeting you and remaining single."
In Cooper institute stood ou the steps
"May I ask why one of your class
with the air of one who has beeu sur- entered for this lottery?"
feited with a feast of some sort.
hy
"For a new sensation. And
"Do you know who's talking In there
did you buy tickets?"
now?" demanded n stranger briskly,
"For a new sensation."
"Are you quite sure the hope of winpausing for a moment beside the disconsolate farmer, "or are you just go- ning the money was no Inducement?"
ing in?"
"I shall resign my share of the mon"No, sir. I've just come out," said ey to you."
the fanner decidedly. "Mr. Evarts Is
"And I have resolved to give my
talking iu there."
share to the poor."
"What about?" nsked the stranger.
"Singular," said the man wondering-ly- ,
"Well, he didn't say," the farmer
"that two people among 5,000 should
answered, passing a knotted hand have been captivated by a whim and
across his forehead.
the man In the case should Iiave won."
"Remarkable, especially since you do
A l'rt Tlsrcr.
not live here."
Out of n river bed where it had tum"I never was here till a few hours
bled when Its dam was put to flight ago."
some hunters in India fished
"You reside"
cub. In two days It was as tame as a
"In Tula when I am at home, but I
kitten and grew up the playmate of am seldom at home."
the camp terriers. It was very fond
During the dialogue the couple reof them and the terriers worshiped the mained standing, but suddenly It octigress. To allay the fears of a woman curred to the lady that she was treatvisitor Hie tlgres.-- was one night chain- ing the man who had won her very
ed up. Next morning the animal was coldly, and she asked him to be seated.
It
found witli a man under her. She had Then she rang for refreshments.
Its was a thief and, not was late when the fortunate man left
not hurt Iiiui.
knowing of her existence, had come the house, and on reaching his Inn he
within the area which her length of was besieged by a throng to know if
She there would be a wedding or a division,
chain enable I her to command.
sprang upon lihu, lay ou him ami kept lie announced that there would be neihim prisoner until guards came to re-- ther. The 5,000 rubles were to be given to the poor. This was done the next
lease him.
1
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are pleased to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles Is not affected
by the National PureFood and Drug
law as It contain no opiates or other
harmful' drugs, and we recommend It
and
as a safe remedy for children
adults. Sold by Ireland Pharmacy.
We

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
Dial. Iron.

Train

STATIONS

RatonJ

No. 1.
a 30 p. m.
4 40 p. in.
4 25 p. m,
4 35 p. mv.
5 00 p. m.
5 30 p. rn.
5 45 p. in
5 55 p. in,
0 SO p. ui.
! 45 p. in.

Raton

Commercial Bank Books

and Briefs for Lawyers.

Records

THE

?7ra,n

8.

Leave (a)
Leave

Clifton

13

Arrive

Preston

20
a.i
33
41
47

Leave

Koehler June
Koehler
Vermejo

7

Arrive
Loava (c)
Leave
Arrive

,

,

.

Arrive 13
Arrive la

30 p. m.
01 p. m.

Leave

11

40 a. m.

Arrive
Arrive
Leave
Leave
Leave

11

.

Cerrososo

Cimarron

10 a. n,
30 a.m.
10 85 a. m.
9 45 a.m.
9 25 a.m.
11

Croup can positively be stopped In
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
twenty minutes. No vomiting nothing to sicken or distress your child. in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
A sweet, pleasant,
and safe syrup,
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leavinf
called Dr. Snoop's Croup Cure, does Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
the work and does It quickly. Dr.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. P. Ry.
Shoop's Croup Cire Is for Croup alone,
Track Connection with A., T. & S. P. Ry.
(b)- remember. It does not claim to cure
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
a dozen ailments. It's for Croup,
,(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
that's all.
Soli by the Fischer J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- - A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
Drug Co.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
To stop a. cold with "Preventlcs"
Is safr than to let it run and cure
Taken at the "sneeze
It afterwards.
tage" Preventlcs will head oft all

olds and Grippe, and perhaps save
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Preventlcs are little toothsome candy
cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent
boxes. If ytu are chilly, If you begin
to sneeze, try Preventlcs.
They will
A NEED, JUST JKE SLEEP.
surely check the cold and please you.
Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.
Ia the Iimtluct of Natural Death Bora
la Mankind t
Fav-- '
The most convincing fact In proof of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a
orite.
the existence in man of an Instinct of
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Cough
natural death seems to me that reportchiled by Toxarsky In relation to an old Remedy to any other for our
woman. In the lifetime of Toxarsky I dren,'' says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
Mich. "It has also done the
begged an acquaintance of his to ob- Twining,
tain for me the details of this most in- work for us In hard colds and croup,
In recommendteresting case, of which I had found anil we take pleasure
Toxing it." For sale by all druggists.
but an Incomplete statement.
arsky unfortunately could add nothing
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
to what he had published In his article.
The quick relief from pain afforded
I believe, however, that I have found
the source from which his Instance had by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
makes It a favorite with sufferers from
been taken.
In his book upon the physiology of rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lumtaste, which had Its day of celebrity, bago, and deep seated and muscular
relates the following: pains. For sale by all druggists.
ninety-thre"I had a great-aunyears
old, who was dying. Although for some
Does coffee
disagree with you?
time confined to her bed, she had re- rrobably It does!
Then try Dr.
tained all her faculties, and her condi- Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coftion was only betrayed by her losia of fee" Is a clever combination of parchappetite and the weakening of her ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
voice. She had always shown a fondreal coffee, remember, In Dr. Shoop's
ness for me, and I was near her bed, lealth Coffee, yet its flavor and
affectionately ready to wait on her, taste matches closely oil Java and
which did not prevent my watching Mocha Coffee.
If your stomach,
her with the philosophical eye I have heart, or
kidneys can't stand coffee
ever had for the things and events suris
drinking, try Health Coffee.
rounding me. 'Arejyou there, nephew?' wholesome, nourishing and satisfying.
she asked, In a scarcely audible voice.
It's safe even for the youngest child
'Yes, aunt; I am here at your service, Sold
Co.
by Cartwrlght-Davland I think you would do well to take
a little good old wine.' 'Give, mon
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
ami. One can always swallow liquid.'
I hastened. Raising her gently, I made most obstinate coughs and expels the
cold from the system as it is mildly
her take half a glass of my best win
The genShe brightened for a moment and, look- laxative. It Is guaranteed.
uine Is in the yellow package. Sold
Ing at me with eyes which had once
been very flue, 'Thank you,' she said, by Ireland Pharmacy.
'for this last favor. If ever you reach
What to Do When Bilious.
my age you will And that death becomes a need, just like sleep.'
The right thing to do when you
"These were her last words. Half an feel bilious Is to tako a dose of
Stomach and Liver
hour later she had fallen asleep forev- Chamberlain's
er. We unmistakably have here an in- Tablets. They will cleanse the stomstance of the Instinct of natural death. ach and regulate the liver and bowThe Instinct was shown at a relatively els. Try It. Price 25 cents. Samples
early age In a person who had retain- free at all drug stores.
ed all her Intellectual faculties." Professor Elle Metchuikoff In Harper".
I CAN
SELL
Your Real Estate or Business
ru Matter Where Located
Anglicized French.
For two centuries we have been cry- rropertles and Business of all kiuds
ing "Encore!" at the end of a song, sold quickly lor "n.sh in all parts of thp
where a Frenchman never says It, his United St tes. Don't wait. Writ., toown equivalent for it strangely being day describing what you have to sell
the Latin "Bis!" And "on the tapis" and give cash price on same.
WANT TO BUY
IF YO
appears In English far more often than
in French, and misunderstood at that, any kind of Unslness or Real Estate
since It docs not mean "on the carpet," anywhere, at any price, write me your
I can save you time
but on the tablecloth of the council requirements.
and money.
table for discussion. London
DAVID P. TAFF,
THE LAND MAN.
415 Kansas avenue,
Both Sntlifled.
KANSAS.
"I should like to break It off, but I TOPEKA,
can't bear to give up this diamond
ring."
"Then why don't you tell him so?
The
He told mo he'd be willing to lose the
American
ring if he could get out of the engagement." Sketchy Bits.
Collection

Roswell Automobile Co
Mail and Passenger Line between Island train due
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time

at

2 a. ra.

between the two
daily Sunday Included, connection points S hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
and Santa Fe Centtal Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advance.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.

and

Two of Hie best known and best
Address all communications and Id
machine; for all purposes on the
market.
qulrles to tne

Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexic

Roswell,

n

e

t,

j

AND

REALTY

COMPANY,

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Mar agar.

s

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

- j

BENTS COLLECTED UNO TAXES PAID.

'

Skin Disease of Twenty Years
Standing Cured.
I want you to know how much
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
it has cured my face of a skin disease of almost twenty years' standing. I have been treated by several
as smart physicians as we have In
this country and they did me no
good, but two boxes of this salve has
cured me. Mrs. Fannie Griffln, Troy,
Alabama, Chamberlain's Salve is for
sale by all druggists.

f
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;

.

,

miles, collection
is made. Werank e
collections In all parts of the U.S.
413
TOPEKA,

P.WILSON, Attorney.
Kanaas Avenue,
-

-

Business of

lIs

Non-Resi-

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room Kocse. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.
--

'03 Pa!ac

Avskk.

VMM Nt. 1iC

OUTE
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the" fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rc:es, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address

Agency.
No fee charged

ANTHONY

Bureau

lew jleiico EiMopeiil

Jt

v

KANSAS,

3. S. McBRIDE,

K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.,
Denver, Colo.

Agt.

Santa Fe, N. M.

'

ThMJRNHlLL,

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
THE FLORIST
blank form by the New Mexlcaa
ALWAYS 0N HAND
FLOWERS
CUT
Prating Company.
FLORAL

Subscribe for the Daily New Max,
can and Ket the news.

DESIGNS

WHEN

FOR PAR-

TIES, FUNERALS, ETC.

ia need of
on Earth tty a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD. i

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.
on earth,
When in need of anvti.l;-.SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS
CORNER
ad.
will
want
It
try a New Mexican
New Mexico
East Las Vegas
positively bring results.

Publishers of

the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
or Retail A SPECIALTY
LEGAL BLANKS-Whole- sale
Loose Leaf Ledgers

'lis railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
now open for
Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
M., including the Koehler Branch, Is
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.

It will positively bring results.

BLANK BOOK

The lcw rHexicaw Printing .Company

Best Equipped and Fost rodern Book Bindery

1907.

19,

Railway Company.

Special Announcement Regarding the
National Pure Food and Drug Law.

since he assured her he could support
her, was respectable and she had some
property of her own she did not Inquire thoroughly Into his social or monetary condition.
The wedding over, with Its peculiar
Russian customs, the couple were
about to depart for Tula when a telegram addressed to Count Odeudoff was
handed t the groom to know If he
knew any such person. He tore it
open, read It and handed It to the
bride. It was an order from the emperor to lrturu to St. Petersburg at
once and ended, "Your marriage will
be recognized."
Then the recipient explained to his
bride that he was of blood royal, hut
not of near kin, and lu the service of
the emperor, who had doubtless found
he could not get on without his assistNELLIE EDNA CURTIS.
ant.

Brlllat-Savari-

FEBRUARY

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

F.ENT
FOR
Eight room house
with bath, also stable and two buggy
sheds. Possession
given March 1.
Inquire of Wagner Furniture Co.

all.
groom
prospective told his
fiancee that after their marriage they
would live In his home In Tula; that he
had held a government position, but his
marriage, for some reason he did not
explain, required him to resign It. She
was about to marry him for love, but

p
p
p
p
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The line of

The

p
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after
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4 30
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8 51
2 31
2 03
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DAILY

NEW

IAfJUFACTUHERS

First Class

All Work Guaranteed
AT LOWEST

MEXICAN
ADDRFSS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

kU.
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FIGURES.
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19,
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PAGE SEVEN.
BBEH
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NEW MEXICAN

E TO

Daily

Ftittire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y.

SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

south of Albuquerque, N. M., j.t the jtuwv
tioi of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
Belen

ii

81 mile

East and West from Chicago, Kaniai City, Gal vet to and
points East to San Fiancisco, Loa Angeiet, El Fate and
Old Mexioo.
1,000 kusinesi anil wiidenoe lota, sSio tlxUS feet, laid
out with broad 10 and
streets, with alleys 10 feet

THE ROAD TO

70-fo- ot

FAME
By

Copyright,

ihade trees; public school huuse, costing $16,000; church-

HIGGiNS

ALBERT
WOO,

wide, with beautiful lake aud public park and grand old

es; Commercial

Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Boil-

by P. C. Eaatmcut

It was Grandma Foster who was to
blame for It. She came on a visit to
hgr daughter, Farmer Stebblns' wife,
and found her niece Hattle teaching
the district school and engaged to bs
married to a worthy young man named
Hiram Ball. Miss Uattie was fairly
educated, fairly good looking and very
well contented with her life.
Grandma's coming, however, started
the fires of ambition. Once during her
long life the old lady bad attended a
theatrical performance. It was in the
town hall of her native village. The
play was "Uncle Tom's Cabin," of
course, and the company was made up
of barnstormers, but It was a great
play, and It made grandma, who was
only a little girl thcu, thrill from top
to toe.
Soon after her arrival

at the

tels, restaurants, etc.,

ho-

Belen is the largest shipping point

for wool, flour, wheat, wino, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial
eity in the aeai fattrt euiot a tiimtad.
Mexico.

railroad

The SC1
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the
BELEjN
roan xiCEii,

"BLESS Ml" SOl'I,, IP THIS DON'T
MB OF Ol'HKMA."

I

I

ill

I

i

f

1-

-

HK1IIXD

Legree, Marks and even of Uncle Tom
himself. She couldn't fall to be the
whole show, uud lu four weeks she
would rise from "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
to Shakespearean plays. The old lady
believed what she said, and the young
lady believed with her. Hiram Ball
tried his best to open his fiancee's eyes.
"Your grandmother Is a fool!", was
bis blunt way of putting it. "Because
you can smile aud giggle is no slgu
that you would make a great actress.
You Just give up the Idea and settle
iown and behave yourself."
"Mr. Ball, I permit no one to speak
disrespectfully of my grandmother In
my presence," replied the young lady,
with freezing dignity, as she took three
strides to the east and then turned
about and took three strides to the
west.
"Hattle Stebblns, don't make a Jay
of yourself. You'll never be an actress
auy more than I'll be Cicero. It hain't
lu UN."
"Speak for yourself, Mr. Ball. My
resolution is taken. It Is Irrevocable.
Nothing that you can say will shake
me In the least. Destiny calls me."
"What, do you mean to tell me that
you are going to be silly enough to go
on the stage?" he shouted.
"Remember whom you are addressing, varlet!" she warned as she drew
herself up.
"By gum, but you have gone crazy!
That old grandmother of yours ought
to be ducked In the goose pond. What
does she know about acting?"
"Enough, sir! Here our paths diFrom this hour we are stranverge.
gers."
'
"Then go right along and make a
fool of yourself!" called Hiram as she
'
turned away.
When the grandmother was informed of the Insidious remarks of Mr.
Ball she held out new encouragement.
She discovered new things to found
new predictions on. The very way
that Miss Hattle climbed a fence, fell
down on the lawn or ran Into a clothesline proved to her that the girl was
born for the stage and bad been molding In obscurity.
district school was continued,
and nothing might have come' of the
talk but for the week's holiday In Sup- -

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA Fls WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO 11IJEK,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered aru in the center cl the city,, well
(many of them improved by er.ltivafion)
We deed a first class bakery,

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbiDg iho).. planing
yard, drug store, barnest shop, etc.,

; no

gitt-e-

said

w

tailor stop, shot

mill

et.,
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aisc a

al wt&
frit la.,

modern hotel.

Our prices of lot ar low and ttrms on easy aymanti ;
f
title perfect; warranty deeds. OnMhird purcbete money,

townsite

cash,

may remain on note, with

Two-thir-

moafgj

se-

curity, for one year, with I per cent, intewt iWooi.
i$
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Apply at .mee for mag vti
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
tember to give the carpenters time t t"er. He simply remarked that If
TREEtt AND NETTED.
ALMANACH DE GOTHA.
some repairs.
(Irandiuu had hud got over being a jay he would
to
'Ike
the
revive
marriage question,
t upture the Orang
gone home, and now Miss lluttie went
The Way Huuti-over to the eoimfv sent to visit a irirl and an hour later a female head was HUtorr of TliU Old and World Fa
Oulnuii Alive,
limtllnllon.
moiii
She and II Irani had been resting ou a manly shoulder and gazing
friend.
Trapping the smaller members of the
The Almanacb de Gotha Is more than
"out" for the last three months. In- up at the new moon with dewy eyes.
monkey
family is a comparatively easy
Is
an institution,
It
stead of moping aud sorrowing and After a long while Hiram goutly asked: an almanac.
It lies matter, but the hunter who wishes to
lu
rod
and
gold,
mean':
does
Bravely
arrayed
what
varlet
"Dearest,
breaking his heart he had again culled
on the table of every diplomatist, is In secure live specimens of the orang
her a jay and continued his business You know you called me one."
"It's It's some kind of an animal, I constant reipiest in the newspaper of outang canuot have recourse to the
of buying butter and eggs for the marguess, aud I'm sorry," she replied as fices of all couutrku ami makes a wider usual methods uud has to employ a
ket.
and more international appeal than auy laborious process. The process is based
A theatrical company playing "Did she snuggled closer.
other annual of reference in the world, upon the fact that the orangs have a
She Love Ilini?" had struck the town
and excited the people. The actors and Adam linen the Flood Wai Coming-- . It is to Europe what Burke and De liking for certain trees aud frequent
An apocryphal book called the "Less- brctt and the other peerages are to the these to the exclusion of other
actresses had sauntered about the
nearby
street aud been the observed of all ob- er Genesis" and well kuown to the Krltlsh isles, aud it Is also the linea
growths. They seem to regard them
servers. There was talk of a "tre- early Christian fathers tells a wonder ancestor and model of such topical en as a
sanctuary and flee to them In time
mendous cast'' and a "carload of scen- ful Incident In the life of Seth, the cyclopedias as our Whittakei', our I la
of danger. Ascertaining a tree particzell and our Statesman's Yearbook,
third
Adam
son
was
of
of
When
a
and
Eve.
There
talk
"farewell
ery."
tour" and "tremendous applause." The the goodly Seth was about forty years A political and social history of the ularly favored, the hunter first drives
world for the last 150 years could his quarry to its branches; then while
play had run several hundred nights of age, he was "rapt" up Into heaven
be written from Its back numbers If his beaters keep up a din for the purin New York and the same
London
by a trio of angels and there told and
shown what, was lu store for mankind. these were readily accessible to stu pose of preventing an attempt at esand Its author had recvive
dents. But they are not, The Alma cape the natives are set to work to
million dollars In royalties.-Among other things, the coming of the
Miss Uattie Stebblns had determined great deluge was made known to him. nach de Gotha began to appear In chop at the trees within a radius of
from the first to Join the company. She as was also the coming of the Saviour. 1763, but the purchasers did not (lie it fifty feet all about the simian fortress.
met the manager In a grocery- where When he returned to earth, Seth told for reference. The earliest numbers In No trunk Is cut completely through,
he had called for crackers, cheese and his parents what had happened and of the British museum are those for 1774 but is left with Just enough fiber to
and 1783, and u complete set can be hold the tree in position. This work Is
herring, and, to her Intense joy, he what he had seen and heard concernconsulted nowhere except In the edlto quickly accomplished with the large
to
for
a yomig lady
was looking
play ing the future of ihe human race. "And rial office
in Fiiedrlch's Alice In the corps of servants, and at a signal one
second lead. Her salary would be $23 Adam was much grieved when It was
little
capital. Probably not of the trees Is toppled over. The chop
per week. Her part would be to hold made known to him that the world one InThurlngiau
ten thousand of those who cur ping has been so done that the falling
up the train of the leading lady's dress would be destroyed by water on acuse the almanac has any know!
tree carries with it its neighbor, and la
as she entered the parlor, trim two count of the wickedness of his own rentlyof
Its Interesting history.
the twinkling of an eye the trees withedge
a
great peace aud calmlamps and ask the leading lady if she children, hut
It had of course Its predecessors. in a radius of fifty feet from the mark
should turn the cat outdoors. The ness came over him when Seth told The
bibliographies of almanacs are ed tree lie upon the ground, leaving
manager could promise her no more bow the face of the earth would again ponderous tomes, and the middle of the
orang outangs with no opportunity
be
exas
at
the
was
His
present,
repeopled.
leading lady
joy
just
the eighteenth century was the golden for getting away through their leafy
was insanely Jealous of her part, but ceedingly great when Seth related
age of this kind of literature. In Paris avenues of escape. The remainder of
what was In store in the coming ages, alone as
later on there would be a change.
alma the
many as seventy-thre- e
simply consists of chopping
t
It was agreed that Uattie should and he was particularly glad to know-tha- nacs were published In the year 17iH. downprocess
the tree of refuge and throwing
leave when the company did and make
redemption should finally come Including a royal almanac, an almanac nets over the
escaping orangs, In which
her lirnt appearance at the next town through Jesus, the Christ."
for merchants, an almanac for Free they soon become entangled In their
She dodged her friends and was at the
masons, an almanac of beasts, an al
efforts to throw off the incumbrance.
To Care a UhcI Habit.
depot as the company made ready to
manac of badinage, etc. The city of
Is
to
a
A
thus
habit
bad
sure
way
depart at midnight. It departed in
Gotha Itself bad Its own almanac from
The Books of Ancient Rome,
the caboose of a freight train. The explained by the Itev. Samuel McComb a still earlier date In the shape of an
In the time of Augustus Caesar
in the New. York World: If you have
that
manager explained
they preferred
aud books in the form of papyrus rolls,
"improved Gotha genealogical
to travel that way In order to view the a habit you wish to get rid of put your writing calendar," the origin of which
copied by overworked and underpaid
inlud upon it after going to bed.
is lost in the mist of antiquity, though
scenery.
slaves from the authors' original
moto
the
at
discard
habit
that
There were five actors aud three ac
a copy dated 1740 survives. Francis manuscript, were abundant and astonment
semiconare
from
you
lapsing
The actors were gallant
tresses.
Grlbble in Scribncr's.
ishingly cheap. Horace hints In one of
sciousness Into complete unconsciousenough, but the actresses held aloof
his epistles that his works were being
the
ness.
several
operation
Repeat
made
out
Insinuations and
aud threw
A FEAT OF MEMORY.
pirated and sold so cheap that they
if
several
weeks
and
nights,
necessary,
Hattle feci as badly as they could.
were getting Into the hands of the rabcure
the
will
that
follow, provided
day ZaugnTlU'a Knowledge of Hie Kamou
There was sleep that night for all who
Marble and becoming schoolbooks.
Is
Trial of HiMtor)-In one of his epigrams, says that
sat on the Hour. In the early morning after the first night the experiment
tial,
thov company rolled into Its next stop started you obey the impulse that will
As an Indication of the quality of a copy of his Thirteenth book may be
come on you to avoid the accustomed
Zangwlll's mental processes I may re bought for 4 nuiutui (about 15 cents),
ping place, and the manager took the
late an incident that occurred while and that if Tryphon, the bookseller,
upper rooms at the village inn. These habit
we were producing "The Children of should sell it at 2 numml be would
included the garret. He did this, he
Bud
The
Place.
the Ghetto." Mr. Zunswlll was seated still get a profit.
Both Horace and
explained, on the ground of health. He
on
"What! Fishing
the Sabbath?" in
borrowed Hattie's watch that duy and
my office, and we were going over Martial convey the Idea that their pub
exclaimed the clergyman reprovingly. some of the details of the
play. It was lishers occasionally put out larger edi
forgot to return It,
"Don't you know that little boys who the
that Labor!, intimately con tions than could be sold. In the matShe went on In her part that night.
day
fish on the Sabbath go to the bad nected
with the Dreyfus case in Paris, ter of editions de luxe, Martial writes
She had studied it for hours and was
was assassinated. Knowing that Zang- - that a volume of his epigrams "polished
letter perfect. She fell over a chair on place?" I
dat's
"Huh,
guess
right," replied will had Intimate knowledge of the with pumice stone and incased In purher entrance, and she fell over another
the bad boy disgustedly. "I couldn't 'a' case, a New York
newspaper sent a ple may be bought at Atrectus' for 5
on her exit, unci, though the actresses
struck no worse place dan dls." Phila
representative up to see him. The re denarii" (about 80 cents). New York
sneered and wanted to know If she
delphia Press.
porter entered and after conveying the American.
thought she was lu a cabbage patch,
news said:
the manager took her aside aud said
HIh Tribute to Temperance.
"Mr. Zangwill, we want from you a
he never saw such acting by un amMy pet you will pardon me,
The
Hubby
temperance reformer was Justly
famous
can
trials
of
all
the
and
on
you
history
ateur. She had only to keep
but aren't these griddle cakes a little call to mind for our
proud of having converted the biggest
paper."
fall over four chairs to bring font burned?
Wifey (almost In tears) Oh,
"Indeed?" said Mr. Zangwill. "I drunkard In the little Scotch town and
rounds of applause from the audieuce. Tom, and I tried to make them so pretI can prepare that for you. Come Induced him he was the local gravethink
breasther
wound
up by borrowing
lie
ty for you with that pyrograph set you to see me in three or four
and I digger to get up on the platform aud
days,
pin.
gave me! Boston Transcript.
testify. This is how he did it: "My
will have it ready."
For a whole week Miss Uattie Stebfriends," he said, "I never thocht to
It
"We
the
ant
now,"
objected
blns played second lead and rode from
Let me tell you that every misery I newspaper man. "We want to
stand upon this platform with the proprint it
town to town lu cabooses. For a whole luiss Is a new blessing. Walton.
vost ou one side of me and the toon
In our paper tomorrow morning."
week the actresses showed their Jealdon't expect me to clef"k ou the Kher side of me. I never
"But
you
surely
ousy of her. Sometimes enough money
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
to tell ye that for a whole month
quote you dates and facts out of my thocht
was taken lu to pay the bills and get
I havena' touched a drap of anything.
Herewith are some bargain offered mind on the
of
do
the
moment,
spur
to the next town. Sometimes the print- by the NtW- - Mexican
Printing Com you?" asked Mr. Zangwill In astonish- I've saved enough to buy me a braw
er aud the landlord were held up by pany: Code of Civil Procedure
of the ment. "Such a thing Is out of reason." oak coffin wl' brass handles and brass
promises. Sometimes the audieuce Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
"I'm sorry, but It's the only way we nails aud if I'm a teetotaler for an- apthe
aud
numbered fifty people,
bound SI; paper bound, 75c; Missouri can make use of It," replied the news- ither month I shall be wautin' It!"
call
plause that weut up the manager
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code paper man firmly. Mr. Zangwill thought
ed "positively tremendous." Sometimes
Parrot 1'le.
Pleadings, 16; the two for 110; Adapt a moment and then asked if
only half a dozeu people sat around ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
is one of the delicacies
Parrot
pie
a
for
short
time.
have
my stenographer
and wondered what It was all about. Mexico, 1899, 1901, and
over which visitors to Australia rave.
1903,
dicand
was
English
He
In,
called
Zangwill
Miss Hattle had two gold rings, and
As the fruit season opens the parrots
1905 English and Spanish tated to him then aud there a two colthe manager borrowed both of them. leather, $3;
and
12.25:
full umn resume of all the famous trials of and parrakeets come by thousands, like
Spanish pamphlet,
She loaned two or three of her dresses
locusts, and, settling ou the trees, feed
and a hat to the actresses in the hope Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50: history, from Savonarola down, aud upon the fruit until nothing but the
hisSheriff's
Flexible
Cover
and
date
Pocket
every
important
quoted
of getting Into their golden opinions.
stones Is left behind. They are shot
two
or torical feature connected with each.
single, $1.25;
She learned to enter and to exit, and If Docket,
while gorging themselves. The flesh,
Sumore
C.
Mexico
New
$1
From
"Israel Zangwill," by George
books,
each;
she fell down she learned to fall gracethough very dark, is said to be
Court Reports, Nod. 3 to 10, in Tyler, lu Bohemian.
in flavor and almost to taste of
fully on her shoulder. The manager as- preme delivered
at publisher's price,
sured her that the pinnacle of fame clusive,
the cherries, peaches and plums on
$3.30 each;
Compilation
Blow.
Corporation
The
not
and
Crowning
far away,
was
everything
which the birds have fed. They are
"Mothers and nurses have devised said to be more succulent than
looked rosy, when she awoke one morn- Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws.
pigeons
Mexico
of
New
50c;
of
to
Money's
Digest
and invented many ways
procuring and altogether superior to the palate.
ing to find the company gone and
loam that the landlord was holding het Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered; obedience and correct behavior from
full list school blanks.
their little charges," said a park pollce-maA Pomona Tenor.
for the bill.
"The familiar 'bogy man' is still
that
at
arrived
father
her
Apart from its wide range, the nat
Luckily
The New Mexican Printing Company employed, but the times change aud ural beauty and sweetness of the voice
juncture. There was no scene. She did
not fall Into his arms. She had bad Is prepared to do the best of brief the people with them. The last One of Sims Reeves held his audiences
filled with
acting jmough. He simply took her work in short order and at very reas- day, when the park was
spellbound and fully entitled blm to be
home, where she found Hiram waiting onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to mothers aud nurses, I heard a new termed the finest English tenor of bis
for her. He had been biding bis time, have their briefs printed, rapidly and way of appealing to the love or fear of day. He especially excelled in oraand there was.no scene, with him el- correctly and to present them to the a child. A stylishly dressed young wo- torio parts, while In opera his success
Supreme Court now In session here man leading an Irrepressible youngster, was scarcely less pronounced. PerIf son cannot afford to pay for
after making nil sorts of threats and haps It was as a singer of English balon time, should call on the New Mexdally paper, subscribe for the Weekly ican Printing Company and leave thel.-- promises without effect, said, 'Child, lads that Sims Reeves appealed to the
New Mexican Review and get the oraers.
child, you give me wrinkles under my majority, and It will probably be many
cream of the week'a doings. It la
eyes!' "New York Press.
a lonff day before we shall hear a more
good paper to send to your friends
exquisite rendering of "Sally In Our
When In need of anything on earth,
Women of
Alley" than that of which this great
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
Women comprise
of the tenor
was capable. London Mall.
The public Is showing ris apprecia- positively bring results.
of Lassa, the forbidden city
population
When In need'ot anything on earth,
tion of the attractive circular gent
of Tibet and they conduct practically
out by the New Mexican 'Printing
Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi all the business of the
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
city.
positively bring results.
Company, in regard to rubber atampa, can and gat the news.
.
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Hattle walked across the veran".
da lu a way that made the old lady
exclaim:
"Bless my soul If that dou't remind
me of Ophelia In 'Undo Tom's Cublul'
You've got her walk to perfection,
Child, have you been practicing for the
stage?"
"Xo, grandma."
"But the way you Just turned around,
your looking back at me with your
head over your shoulder, your smile,
the way you slick up your chin, all remind me of Ophelia. You could Htep
right on the stage and piny the character."
That was the beginning. Grandma
announced her great discovery to her
sister and brothcr-lii-liiand advised
them to put Hnttie on the stage at
once; but, meeting with decided opposition, she said nothing further to
them. Many were the councils held
between her and the niece, however.
It had been forty-twyears since
grandma had seen the historic play
and what she couldn't remember she
Imagined. Within a week she hud decided that Hattle could not only play
the part of Ophelia, lint of little Eva,
o

er Mill, capacity 150 btrrels daily; large winery; three
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Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
General Express Forwarders
--TO

All

MNHHMMIMI
Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasirg Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates, Carada, jYtxiro
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
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The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territorysays it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and
binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate
knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with !he Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
i

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OI
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORS
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUS1 TEIY f AYS
TIME, AND TIM1 1 MOiflY, EEEIi SAYS.
PRICE-LIS- T

Stamp, not over 2J inchea long
.....IS
Each additional line on earn etamv, 10e.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2, and not ever 3J inehei lonf . .16
Each additional line on name atamp, 15e
Ona-lia- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over I imohs lonf . . .fSc
Each additional line on earn itamy, B0e.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches loni,', pel ich
Each additional line, earn priea.
Curved linea on Stanip count as two linea.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, We eitra
Larger sizes at proportioaate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
incb i sits, w ebarjp
foT one line for each one-nainch or fraetiei,
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and datt, for ten
ll.T
yesrt
I0
Ledger Dater, month, day az.d year in
,.
Regular line Dater
lie
Defisnce or Model Band Dater
11.10
7ic Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1M
Pearl Check Protector
iM
SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
10c; 2x3, lie; irti, 85c; 8fx4, c;
Ifor
One-lin-

e

l

deli-clo-

if

lji,

-

Uh.

Parts of the World.
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TYPE SPECIMENS ADD11M

flEW rJEXICAJ PRINTING CO.
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RECEIVED TODAY

FRESH
BAlS,

GOCES,

BUTCljES!

Personal Mention.
(Continued from Page Four)

CANNED

Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone

No. 4.

GOODS.

We are in receipt et a car of eastern
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
Among these are Included the
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
are quoting very attractive prices on
these goods, which are all the very
best that it is possible tor high grade
actorles to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cars for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, ran 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.
Fern-dell-

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables is packed In Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from farther east and the Roods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergains for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, xtra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

No. 4S.

DRIED FRUIT.
Dried fruit Is now on sale from the
1900 crop. We are offering prunes In
especially attractive packages.
packages
packages,
and
packages we offer as follows
In

:

very large fruit,

size,

and

40,

65

15,

cents.

very fair sized fruit,
cents.
We also have the fruit in bulk and
in
boxes.
On full boxes our price is very attractive; if you can use so much ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaparated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little lemon
added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly In the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds
of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut. meats make a delightful
confection.
In

size,

60-7-

10, 25 and 40

1.

COAL WOOD
$S.75
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $6. 00 t Authracite furnace, ton
Monero lump
$5.75 j Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3. 00
Raton lump
$5.50 j Four-foo- t
wood, per cwd.;..$3.50
Anthracite mixed, per ton..$S."5(

Jahren, Mora County sheep
raiser, whose ranch is six miles went
of Wagon Mound, was an Interested
spectator in legislative halls today.
Mr. Jahren came to see Representative E. H. Biernbaum of Mora County
and consulted with him on matters of
legislative interest to that section
Mr. Jahren states
of New Mexico.
that the sheep in his section are in
good condition that grass is good and
plentiful, water in abundance and that
the outlook for the coming season's
lambing and shearing is fine.
W. E. Gortner, court stenographer
of the Fourth Judicial District whose
home is in Las Vegas, is in town as a
delegate to the Good Road's convention and a guest of his brother, H. C.
Gortner.
R. A. Kistler, a competent newspaper man of East Las Vegas, who has
ben In the city for a few days viewing legislative affairs, has returned
O.

;

Garfield Ave., Near A.. T.

IT

A

DOESN'T COST

'Phone

S. F. Depot.

ALWAYS

Bur-su-

Mrs. James H. Walker, Grant Avenue, has sent out
Invitation's for
an "at home" in honor of Mrs. W. H.
Pope, of Roswell, Thursday afternoon.
The real estate firm of Hughes and

The Biggest Curio Store in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
STOCK
OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

POSTAL

SOUVENIR

CARDS

FOR

well-to-d-

Cards have been issued by Mrs. L.
Bradford Prince, state regent of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, for a reception In honor of Washington's birthday which will be held
at the Prince residence on Palace
Avenue Friday evening next,
Mrs. James Wallace Raynolds, wife
of the Secretary of the Territory will
entertain Wednesday next at cards at
the Raynolds' residence, on Grant
Avenue in honor of Mrs. H. O.
and Mrs. W. E. .Martin, of

No. 85.

ARE

Charles Springer of Cimarron, extensive stock grower In western Colfax County who was in Las Vegas
Saturday and Sunday, reached this
city yesterday and will remain here
several days on legislative affairs.
H. J. Wilson, a
farmer, of
Taos, spent yesterday and today in
the city. He visits Santa Fe once or
twice a year on personal business and
drives overland. This was his mode
of coming to the city this time and
he says he had a very nice trip. The
weather was fine and the roads were
fair. He predicts a good year for Taos
County farmers and sock raisers, although there is not much snow In the
mountains, but there is plenty of
moisture in the ground. Unless unforeseen and early frosts set In the
outlook for crops in his section Is of
the best. He returned home today,
driving overland to Taos, a distance
of ninety miles. He is quite advanced
in years, but he is hale and hearty.
Charles E. Linney will leave either
Sunday evening or Monday morning
for Cairo, Illinois, to assume his duties as section director of the station there of the Weather Bureau.
His two little children and sister,
Miss Sarah E, Linney, will remain indefinitely in Santa Fe. They will
make their home in the meantime on
Johnson Street.

(Continued from Page Five.)

ANYTHING

VISITORS
TO COME IN AND'LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

homo.

Minor City Topics.

CAPITAL GOAL YAED.
OFF1CK

Delgado has been dissolved, the members L. A. Hughes and Francisco Del
gado. retiring from the real estate
business. Mr. Delgado has concluded
to make his future home in East Las

FIVE CENTS

Vegas.

You Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
Francisco Street.

San

301-30-

IUDR0W

Look

for the Old Mexican

Cart.

& MONTENIE

Undertakers and

0,

Embalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing
Day Phone 35

DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue,
Telephone No. 142.
Sunday

FREE
Reading Rooms
EASY

CHAIRS.

CIGARS AND TOBACCO

PLAZA
POOL

DIAZ'

Nights

SITU. I

Cor. Water St. sod Caspar Ave.

SANTA
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n

NEW

'

MEXICO

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
HEATED.

ALL MODERN C0NVENI

ENCES FOR SICK

PARLORS

Why not spend an eve there?
Sldu Plaza.
GEO, O. CLARK,

Proprietor,

DR.

STEAM

AT THE

AND

y

$

Choice Line of

BILLIARD

Foot of Pa' ice Avenue,

I

Kusi

PEOPLE.
$16 to J50 per Week,
Payment Invariably In Advance,
PRICES:

1907.

THE
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CELEBRATED CANDIES

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
irocerv Telephone

19,

Both HUYLERS and GUNTHERS'
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Probate Clerk George W. Armljo
has issued marriage licenses to the following: Miss Minnie Partridge, aged
10, of Van Houten, and Roy F. Pearson.
;aged 22 of Brilliant and Miss Nettie
'Preston, aged 22, of Madrid, and Ira
(Washington, aged 21, of Madrid; Miss
Kulalie Cordova, aged 30, of Cordo
va, and Donaciano 'Romero, aged 32,
of Cordova.
Since Lent began there has been a
noticeable decline in applications for
Probate Clerk
marriage licenses.
George W. Artnljo has only issued
three since last Wednesday. The
Catholic Church forbids the faithful!
from entering into matrimony during,
the penitential season.
John Fielding, Jr., a clerk in the
general offices of the Santa Fe Cen-- j
tral Railway, was confined to his
room today by an attack of la grippe.
The Santa Fe Central Railway has!
made a special rate of one fare for
the round trip from all points on its
line on account of the Huston-Franlin show this week at the local opera
house. The rate will be effective
February 21, 22, and 23, good for return until February 24.
S. D. Norman, formerly of Neode-sha- ,
Kansas, was checked In yesterday as joint agent at Kennedy for the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway and the Santa Fe Central RailMr, Norman was appointed as
way.
a successor to A. K. Freeland. who
was forced to give up the position on
account of the serious illness of his
wife who Is now In California. Since
Mr. Freeland left the station has been
In charge of J. B. Fisher of Las
relief agent for the Santa Fe
system.
Most Reverend .1. B. Pitaval, bishop
of the diocese of Santa Fe, has an application pending for admission to citizenship in the United States In the
First Judicial District Court. Under the
new naturalization laws such notices of
applications are ordered to be posted
In a conspicuous place in the'offlce of
the District Court. According to the
Bishop
petition for naturalization,
Pitaval Is a native of France and has
been a resident of the United states
Ve-ga-

since June 15, 18S1. Another application for citizenship papers now before
the District Court Is that of William
Dunbar of Estancla, who was born In
Scotland, and came to tills country
on July 1, 1884.
Manager J. W. Mayes of the Postal
Telegraph Company Is able to attend
his duties again after being confined to
bed for a few days with la grippe.
Mrs. Charles Wagner Is making
preparations to remove her home from
lower San Francisco Street to the rear
of her place of business. The second
floor of the building formerly used
as a warehouse Is being fitted out In
a cozy suite of rooms with all modern
conveniences.
Two more carloads of immigrant
outfits reached the Estancla Valley
yesterday from points In Kansas. One
of them was billed to Estancia and the
other to Morlarty.
Panels for the Grand and Petit Juries for the March term of the District
Court for Santa Fe County were
drawn yesterday afternoon by Judge
John R. McFle in the presence of witnesses as required by law. Thirty-sinames wore taken from the wheel
for the Petit Jury and twenty-sevenames for the Grand Jury. The venires wore turned over to Sheriff
Charles C. Closson this morning to
serve by Clerk A. M. Bergere.
Alfredo Lucero, merchant and farm-at Santa Cruzwas in town yesterday and today and attended the Good
Roads' Convention as a delegate. He
came overland and drove home this
The roads between this,
afternoon.
city and Santa Cruz are not In as good
condition as they might be, Mr. Lucero who does much traveling takes
a great interest in good roads.
Mrs. Francisca Romero do Segura
died at 11 o'clock this morning at her
home on Arroyo Saiz. She was seventy years of age and a widow. Surviving her are two sons and two
daughters.
Francisco Lucero was arraigned
yesterday afternoon on a charge of
horse stealing before Justice of the
Peace Jose Ma. Garcia. The prisoner
entered a formal plea of guilty after
witnesses had been summoned and
was bound over to await the action
of the Grand Jury. Bail was fixed at
He was unable to furnish bond.
$500.

EXCLUSION BILL RE.
SENTED IN JAPAN
Text of President's Amendment Published in Tokio 'Bitter Pill for
Mikado's People.
Tckio, Feb. 19. The official text of
President Roosevelt's amendment lo
the exclusion bill has been published
here. As was expected it has created the strongest dissatisfaction among
the interested parties, although their
movements of procedure have not as
yet assumed any definite shape.
The leaders of opinion here are
aware that under the circumstances
the only alternative is to calmly resign themselves to the situation, hoping that the government can arrange
with the authorities to shape their
actions in the Interest of Japanese
immigrants.
They regret the new law lest Sau
Francisco people gloryiiir In tthelr
success, assume an overbearing atti
tude. News of this kind would only
tend to injure the Japanese suscepti
blllties which President Tloosevelt's
amendment, has been specially careful
to avoid.

SOCIALIST MAKES
ANARCHISTIC SPEECH

STRONG

PLEA
ARTESIA COUNTY

(Continued from Page One.)
Territory

with the New Mexico Mil-

Institute and by the United
States with the Hondo Reservoir and

itary

In

ream

k allure iuUktoLm.

Its inexhaustible supply of water. She
has been remembered by Providence
with a rich and productive valley on
all sides, studded with artesian wells
and a net work of Irrigation systems.
When ordering
Yet with all these blessings of neelse
the grocer may forget the kind
cessity and luxury, Roswell, queen of
are
accustomed
to-you
the valley, begrudges little,
strugso
out
risen
of
Artesia,
gling
lately
the dust of the desert plains, a few
sections of undeveloped lands from
(Continued From Page One.)
as tlie New Mexican goes to press.
her 9,720 square miles of territory.
The full report of the proceedings will
Why, It is a fact, Carlsbad and Ros- The
report of the committee was be given in Wednesday's issue of this
well are asking for appropriations
paper.
from the present Legislature equal In adopted.
Mr. Miera then moved that the hill
amount, If not excelling, the total "do now
pass."
taxes derived from the Artesia
Upon roll call the bill passed by a
LEGISLATIVE POINTERS.
vote of ten to two, Dalies and Rich"The generosity of these two cities
ards voting no.
reminds me of a funnel big at one
Mr. Duncan then moved that the
It Is understood that the present
end, exceeding small at the other.
Council adjourn until tomorrow morn- Legislative
Another Reason for Division.
Assembly will be asked to
10
at
caring
o'clock, which motion
" 'No matter how the shoe
pass upon a bill having for Its object
fits, a fair
ried.
the promotion of dry farming and terperson cannot help but admire the
THE HOUSE.
ritorial experiments with crops suitgrit and manliness of Artesia people
Day Afternoon Session. able to semi-ariIn resenting what they believe to Twenty-firs- t
regions. The bill, it
Pursuant to adjournment the House Is said, is drawn especially for the
have been flagrant wrong perpetrated
upon them by the Eddy County ring, met this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, benefit of the great Estancia Va'lcy
and the rest of the valley, for that Speaker Baca In the chair. The roll and will carry an' appropriation of
matter. They are quite right In cut was called and nil answered present five or ten thousand dollars to conting loose from ail combinations that except Mr. Aldrlch, excused owing to duct several farms, one in the Estancia Valley, another in San Mimiel
might deny them justice in the fu- Illness.
The chaplain offered the Invocation, County, and a third in Dona Ana
ture, and the Register Tribune takes
pleasure in being the only paper in and the Chief Clerk started to read county. It is proposed In the bill to
the valley to quote their declaration the journal of the previous day when make these experiments practical In
Mr. Bench, in a motion duly seconded every way and by conducting them in
of independence.'.
"The above I quote from the Ros and carried, asked that the journal be the very regions to be benefited It is
believed considerable good will result.
well Register Tribune, which is un approved without reading.
A message from the Council was It ,is not known yet how such a bill
questionably the leading paper in the
will be viewed by the Assembly.
Pecos Valley. The very words imply announced.
an unsatisfactory condition of affairs
The Chief Clerk of the Council, Mr.
which the people of the Artesia dis Martin, 'informed the House that the
The House Committee on County
trict have not thought best to give Council had concurred in House Sub- and
County Lines held a meeting
to the members of the Legislature stitute for Council Hill Number 31, an
which began shortly after 9 o'clock
out of public spirit for the great val act relative to admission to the Inthis morning and lasted until noon toley df the lower Pecos. Carlsbad has stitute for the blind.
day, discussing the creation of ArteAlso that the Council had passed
never dealt fairly with the people of
sia County from portions of Eddy and
Artesia and Roswell has maintained Council Bill Number 11), an act pro- Chaves
County. D. L. Newklrk, repa similar attitude towards the resi viding for the filling of vacancies in
the citizens of Artesia disresenting
offices.
dents of the lower part of Chaves county
before the committee
trict,
appeared
Also Council Bill Number 39, an act In
County.
favor of the new county. Maps,
"However, I am not going Into de relative to corporations.
and other documents were
The Committee on Finance, Mr. petitions
It is not the
tails in this matter.
reviewed. This committee Is
carefully
to
of
do
Holt
Artesia progress
chairman, reported unfavorably one of the busiest in the
principle
House at
so. The people of that district have on Council Bill Number 8, an act to
other good and sufficient reasons up allow the Territorial Auditor and present.
on which to ask for Artesia County
Trasurer to correct their books, and
This afternoon Speaker Baca introWhose Rights Should Be Considered suggested that the Speaker appoint a
in Creation of Artesia County?
committee of three to confer with a duced a bill providing for the exten"Here are some questions that are like committee from the Council rela- sion of the Capitol building at a cost
of ?1 00,000 and Mr. Abbott of Santa
tive to this bill.
easily answered:
This committee reported favorably Fe a bill containing a complete revi"What Interest have the people of
Roswell or Carlsbad In Artesia Coun on House Bill Number 5S with amend- sion of the school laws of the Territy as compared to the residents of ments, an act relative to bounties on tory. Both were ordered translated,
printed and referred to committees.
wild animals.
the district to be effected?
A number of bills were introduced
"To whom does the Artesia district
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
in the House which is still in session
land belong?
"Who rescued that land from a
desert waste and made it the garden
It Is today?
"Whose rights are paramount and
whose wishes should receive first con
sideration?
'
"Should it be those who 'hold it
in a greedy clutch for the more pittance of county revenue or should It
be those who risked life and existence
itself upon barren plains in order by
sweat and toil, Hardship and sacri
fice, to make it a place of comfort and
plenty?
"To those latter it is life and home
To the opposers of this measure n
source of revenue taxable
mere
property.
"The people of the district which
I hope will be known as Artesia Coun
ty join me at least ninety per cent
of them in an earnest appeal to the
members of the
Legis
lative Assembly of New Mexico 'to
grant us the boom of our own county
government. We ask it upon this
one plea that it can bring hardship
to absolutely no one and It will bring
to us most vitally concerned, the
greatest material benefit of any act
within the gift of our law makers."

The finest in the world

ask for Dr. Price's by name,
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Meeting of Miner
Pittsburg, Kansas Said Time
for Rebellion Has Arrived.
Pittsburg, Kan., Feb. 19.. While addressing a crowd of 1,000 persons,
composed largely of coal miners, at a
mass meeting here yesterday, C. E.
Rolfe, a Socialist of Erie, Kansas,
urged his hearers to arm themselves.
"The time for a rebellion has
come," said he. "The courts have refused us a fair hearing, the right of
petition has been denied us,, and we TO CONVERT
must now prepare to use the last reHEATHEN WORLD
source, that of force of arms."
Resolutions were adopted at the
meeting condemning the courts and Over Thousand Delegates Attending
Church Convention at Omaha to
the state and national governments for
Settle Question.
their part in the prosecution of Haywood and Moyer, the officers of the
Western Federation of Miners In jail
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 19. Sixteen hunIn Idaho, awaiting trial on the charge dred
delegates from sixteen! stlates
of murder.
and one territory of the middle west
are here to attend the
Missionary Convention of members of
TWO CENT
the Presbyterian Church when it is
called to order here tonight by President Ira Landrith, D. D of Nashville,
Legislatures of Missouri and Nebras- Tennessee.
ka Pass Bills Reducing PasThe slogan of the convention is the
solution of the greatest practical probsenger Rates.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 19. The lem now before the Presbyterian
Senate today passed the House two Church, viz.:
"The Evangelization of the heathen
cent passenger rate bill after amending it to conform 'to the Senate bill world. Among the prominent men
and adding a penalty of a fine from who will take part in the delibera$100 to $500 for each violation. The tions of the convention are W.
J.
bill now goes to Governor Folk for Bryan and many others.
his signature.
.
FAIR WEATHER AND
Nebraska Passes Rate Bill.
STATIONARY TEMPERATURE
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 19. The Senate
today unanimously favored a bill re-- ;
Fair weather tonight and Wednesduclng passenger rates in Nebraska,
The bill was later day with stationary temperature was
to engrossment.
the forecast today of the local prophet.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
MURDERER WH( ATTEMPTED
morning was 32 degrees. The lowest
SUICIDE WILL RECOVER. temperature during last night was 31
Kansas City, Feb. 19. The county degrees. The maximum temperature
jail physicans stated today that Frank yesterday was 40 degrees at 3:10 p.
Hottman, the condemned murderer, m., and the minimum temperature 30
who yesterday attempted to commit degrees at 5:55 a. ra. The mean
suicide by stabbing himself will
for the day was 38 degrees
and the relative humidity 61 per cent.
Before Largejvlass
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